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Abstract

Three models relating fluid intelligence to speed of processing, spatial ability and

executive functions of working memory, dual attention and inhibition were examined in

this thesis as they related to 7- and 10-year-old children, 13-year-old adolescents and

young adults (N=187).

Path analyses found that age had a direct influence on speed of processing which

had a direct influence on fluid intelligence. However, contrary to expectations, none of

the executive fiipctions had an effect on fluid intelligence and none of the cascade

models based on Fry and Hale (1996) were supported. Based on path analysis for the

second set of models using spatial ability, the data did not adequately fit the models.

The third set of models examined the relationships amongst speed of processing,

spatial ability, executive functions and fluid intelligence at different two age groups: 7-

and 10-year-old children (Concrete Thinkers) and 13-year-old adolescents and young

adults (Abstract Thinkers). This was based on the developmental theory suggested by

Case (1987) that performance on cognitive processes, such as the executive functions,

improve at different ages, in particular, at adolescence. For the Concrete Thinkers'

models, it was hypothesized that speed of processing and spatial ability should have an

effect on fluid intelligence performance, while for the Abstract Thinkers the executive

functions should have an effect on fluid intelligence performance. The findings did not

support the models. For both Concrete Thinkers and Abstract Thinkers, speed of

processing and spatial ability had an effect on fluid intelligence. For each age group,

none of the executive functions had an effect on fluid intelligence.

Exploratory regression analyses further examined the relationships at each ofthe

four age groups. It was found that speed of processing had an effect on fluid intelligence

for 10-year-old children and young adults. Only inhibition had an effect on fluid

intelligence for the 13-year-old adolescents. For young adults, working memory had an

effect on fluid intelligence when spatial ability was partialled out first. At all the age
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groups, spatial ability had an effect on fluid intelligence, indicating that the fluid

intelligence measure relied on spatial skills.

This study suggests that the cognitive processes that underlie fluid intelligence

may vary at different ages, indicating the complexity of cognitive relationships. As well,

this study indicates that cognitive relationships may be sensitive to the types of tasks

selected to measure them.
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Introduction

Researchers within the field of neuropsychology have been exploring

questions that represent a merging together of various domains in psychology. From

the developmental and cognitive domains, there are questions of what constitutes

complex cognitive processes and how these processes develop. The development of

cognitive processes has been observed through performance on various cognitive

tasks and an area of interest has been an examination of different levels of cognitive

performance between the periods of middle childhood and adolescence. This period

marks a shift from concrete thinking to the beginning of abstract thinking (Piaget,

1973). From a neuropsychological perspective, there is the question ofhow these

cognitive performance differences reflect changes in the structure and function of the

brain. These questions have stemmed from research on predictors of fluid

intelligence development. Fluid intelligence is a complex process involving

analytical reasoning and the ability to deal with novelty and solve problems

(Carpenter, Just & Snell, 1990). Based on the premise that "faster is smarter" (Knorr

& Neubauer, 1996), speed of processing has been thought to be a significant predictor

of cognitive development, as measured by fluid intelligence performance. In addition

to speed, the higher order cognitive process ofworking memory has been shown to

influence fluid intelligence (Kail, 1992). Researchers, however, have not examined

the influences that other higher order cognitive processes, or even simpler processes,

may have on fluid intelligence performance. Furthermore, performance changes in

fluid intelligence at different ages, particularly between childhood and adolescence,

have not been examined in the literature. As there appear to be differences in the

way children and adolescents process information, the relationship between fluid

intelligence and other cognitive ftmction may vary with age. An investigation of

these issues will enable one to better understand the cognitive processes that underlie





fluid intelligence performance and some ofthe cognitive changes that occur at

childhood and at adolescence.

The idea of cognitive changes occurring at different ages was expressed by

Jean Piaget. He was interested in epistemology, particularly in intellectual

development and the development of logical thought (Piaget, 1971). A central aspect

of Piaget' s theory was that children's development is marked by their passage

through a series of distinct stages of thinking (Piaget, 1973). Two of the stages that

he discussed illustrated a growth in intellect between middle childhood and

adolescence. This was the distinction between concrete thinking (concrete

operations) during middle childhood and abstract thinking (formal operations) during

adolescence. Other theorists, namely neo-Piagetians, such as Case and

Pascual-Leone, later challenged and elaborated on Piaget' s theory (Case, 1985). An

important contribution of these later theorists was that they considered, in more

detail, the mechanisms that provide the impetus for the cognitive changes at different

ages.

Though not explicitly stated, some aspects of the developmental ideas

generated in Case and Pascual-Leone' s work have carried over into current cognitive

research. As mentioned, this current research has explored possible cognitive

processes that may be related to cognitive development. As an extension from Kail

and Salthouse's (1994) work. Fry and Hale (1996) have shown that age-related

changes in processing speed influence working memory performance, and this affects

fluid intelligence performance.

The Piagetian and Neo-Piagetian theories, as well as the work of Kail and

Salthouse (1994) and Fry and Hale (1996), have provided a foundation for this thesis.

Drawing on this past work, the developmental relationship between four aspects of

cognitive processing were examined. These aspects were the executive functions, a





acquisition ofknowledge is based on the notion that children pass through

hierarchical stages of thinking. Each stage, while qualitatively different from the

others, contains integral elements from the preceding stage (Piaget, 1973). The four

stages of Piaget' s theory are sensorimotor activity (ages to 24 months),

pre-operational thought (ages 1 to 7 years), concrete operational thought (ages 7 to

1 1 years) and formal operational thought (ages 1 1 to 15 years) (Sutherland, 1992).

Piaget acknowledged that there may be variability in the ages at which children reach

each of the stages, however, the order of the stages remain the same (Piaget, 1973).

The developmental stages of Piaget' s theory that are relevsint to this thesis are the

stages of middle childhood and adolescence, that is, concrete operational thought and

formal operational thought, respectively. Concrete thought introduces the Piagetian

concept of operational thinking which involves mental representations that can be

manipulated and reversed. In other words, it is the ability "to hold an idea in one's

head while one is dealing with a problem" (Sutherland, 1992, p. 16). The significant

aspect of this concept, however, is that though there is mental reasoning and

representation, the reasoning must be applied to a specific or concrete example. In

contrast, formal operations involve thinking and reasoning in a more abstract or

symbolic way. This marks a period when logic and mathematical knowledge develop

(Piaget 1971). Through a systematic way of thinking, adolescents employ

hypothetico-deductive reasoning or the ability to develop ideas and solve problems

based on known facts or principles. Piaget elaborated on the defining ages for

formal operations. He conceded that formal operations may not be fully attained by

15 years, but may continue on until late adolescence or early adulthood, that is, from

15 to 20 years.

Based on Piagetian theory, a child goes through various cognitive processes in

order to learn and make the transition between stages. One process is assimilation.





whereby the child is able to incorporate new information into his or her existing

knowledge base. Accommodation is a child's ability to adapt to the environment and

adjust to new information (Sutherland, 1992). The process of incorporating and

adapting to information is a continuous one. Eventually, there is a balance between

the two processes and a child is considered to be "operating at full efficiency for that

stage" (Sutherland, 1992, p. 26) and then is ready to continue on to the next stage. In

Piagetian theory, this balance or equilibration is the mechanism of stage transition.

Through equilibration, the child organizes information in a coherent manner and

achieves stability at that stage. According to Inhelder and Piaget (1958, p. 243),

equilibration occurs within the context of three factors: maturation of the nervous

system, experience based on physical environmental interactions and the influence of

the social environment.

Piaget' s cognitive stage theory and his discussion of stage transitions laid the

foundation for understanding cognitive development. Piaget' s theory, however, has

since faced numerous challenges and criticism. The neo-Piagetians, like

Pascual-Leone and Case, accepted some of Piaget' s concepts, revised others and

formulated their own original concepts. Of particular relevance to this thesis is the

neo-Piagetian discussion of stage transition. Pascual-Leone (1969) (as cited by Case,

1985) specified a rule for stage transitions, whereby attention capacity, which he

termed mental power or "M-power," was the process that facilitated stage

transitions. This term was based on a notion formulated by Baldwin, an early theorist

whose work also influenced Piaget. Attention capacity was referred to as "the

maximum number of mental elements (ideas, or schemes) to which a child can pay

attention to at any one time" (Case, 1985, p. 288). Thus, children at a particular

cognitive stage are able to complete a task when their "M- power" increases so that

all task relevant schemes can be activated at the same time (Case, 1985, p. 33).





Pascual-Leone hypothesized that M-power increased linearly with age and differences

in M-power accounted for differences in mental capacity. The increase in M-power

was postulated to be based on the growth of neurological factors. Depending on this

development, there would be a limit to the rate of a child's cognitive development at

each stage (Case, 1985, p. 288).

Pascual-Leone' s concept of M-power suggests that maturational growth,

particularly neurological development, is the driving force behind cognitive

development. The notion of maturational growth is further explored in Case's

hypotheses on intellectual development. Case uses the term "executive processing

space" to refer to M-power, though he extends this concept. Case discusses a single

type of executive capacity that can perform one oftwo functions. One function,

operating space, refers to the proportion of total executive processing space that is

used to activate new schemes. The second function, short-term storage space (STSS),

refers to the proportion of executive processing space that is used to maintain and

retrieve activated schemes (or mental elements) (Case, 1985, p. 290). Thus, the

number of mental elements that a child can attend to is dependent on the size of the

STSS (Case, 1987).

According to Case, the growth of the STSS is inversely related to the

proportion of operating space available. As operating space decreases, there is an

increase in STSS and an increase in intellectual development. Case (1985) suggested

that operating space decreases with development because there is a greater efficiency

in the activation of information, and therefore less space is normally used. Case

postulated that increased efficiency was due to maturational changes related to

experiential and biological factors. Experiential factors are environmental

influences, such as schooling, that may promote strategies for learning and

organizing information. Biological factors are neurological influences, such as the





myelination of neural tissue. This may be related to increases in speed of processing,

promoting more efficient information processing (Case, 1985, p. 377). The effects of

experiential and biological factors limit the capacity of short-term storage space at

different stages of development. Based on Case's (1985) model of intellectual

development, increases in STSS capacity is the driving force behind hierarchical

integration of intellectual stages, such that mental structures from the previous stage

are carried over to the next stage and expanded upon.

The Piagetian and neo-Piagetian theories share many common themes,

notably, that intellectual development occurs in a stage-like process that is dependent

on maturational development. They provide a framework for explaining the different

ways that children, adolescents and young adults think. In order to understand

intellectual development, or fluid intelligence, one has to examine the ways in which

cognitive processes, like executive fimctions, non-executive functions and speed of

processing are related to it. Moreover, one has to explore the ways in which the

developmental patterns of these processes contribute to the age-related differences in

fluid intelligence.

Executive Function Processes

In the field of developmental cognitive neuropsychology, executive

functions have been referred to as "...the crowning achievements ofhuman

development. They underlie many seemingly unique realms of adaptive human

behaviour, including the wonders ofbeing able to think about ourselves, our social

relationships, and what the future may bring" (Eslinger, 1996, p. 368). In spite of this

eloquent description, the concept of "executive ftmctions" is not fully understood.

This is most likely because executive functions are complex and there is no general

consensus as to what constitutes a complex behaviour. Perhaps a better way to





conceptualize executive functions is to consider them to be highly integrated mental

functions, where each mental function is a specialized "executive function" cognitive

process, such as working memory, attention and inhibition. The integration of these

processes facilitates sophisticated human behaviours including "...planning, flexible

strategy employment, impulse control and organized search" (Welsh, Pennington &

Groisser, 1991).

Another difficulty in defining executive functions is that these behaviours

have been traditionally associated with the prefrontal cortex (PFC). Consequently,

there has been an overlap between behavioural and anatomical definitions. Often,

complex cognitive behaviours have been defined as "fi-ontal fimctions." The problem

with this definition is that it is difficult to describe behaviour that is specific to a

particular brain area. Executive function tasks incorporate many prefrontal regions,

as well as more areas outside of the PFC (Pennington, Bermetto, McAleer, & Roberts,

1996). Furthermore, the physiological definition is based on the observation that

damage to the frontal lobes, particularly the prefrontal lobe, results in varying degrees

of deficits in executive function behaviours in both children and adults (Williams &

Mateer 1992; Stuss & Benson, 1986). People who have sustained frontal lobe injury

experience a host of cognitive difficulties, including problems in thinking, planning,

working memory, attention and, at times, inhibition. Though these behavioural

impairments often occur following frontal damage, there is also the possibility that

such deficits in behaviour occur due to other areas ofdamage (Pennington, 1997).

These issues concerning the definition of executive functions serve to illustrate the

difficulty in studying specific executive function processes and their development.





Working Memory

Though various cognitive processes have been identified as executive

functions, the processes that are the focus of this thesis are working memory,

inhibition and attention. A definition of working memory is that it involves the

"simultaneous storage and manipulation of material" (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974 cited

in Baddeley 1996). In other words, working memory involves keeping information

"on-line" for short periods of time in order to use it to guide performance on a task or

skill (Manoach, Schlaug, Siewertt, Darby, Bly, Benfield, Edelmean & Warach, 1997).

A working memory model was proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974) (as cited in

Baddeley, 1995 ). This model consists of a three part system, made up of a central

executive and two "slave systems," the visuospatial sketchpad and the phonological

loop. Though there have been many criticisms of the Baddeley and Hitch model,

particularly concerning their use of the term "central executive" (Parkin, 1998), the

model still provides a useful way to conceptualize working memory.

A general summary of this model is that the central executive provides a link

between the slave systems and long-term memory, allowing for information, either

verbal or visuo-spatial, to remain active in memory while a task is being completed

(Baddeley, 1995). The phonological loop is responsible for memory of verbal

information and the visuo-spatial sketchpad is responsible for the memory of colour

and shapes (visual component) and location (spatial component). These components

of the working memory model work together to facilitate other executive function

behaviours, such as organization and planning.

Working memory has also been regarded as an executive function based on a

neuroanatomical model. As previously mentioned, executive functions have been

associated with the prefrontal cortex. This has been substantiated through studies

that utilize tasks with a working memory component. An example of a task used to
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measure working memory is a modified version of the Sternberg Task (Sternberg,

1966). The original task required a participant to memorize a series of one to six

digits that were displayed singly, at a fixed location. Two seconds after the series

was presented, there was a warning signal and a test digit was shown. The participant

had to decide whether the test digit was part of the original series. In order for the

participant to determine if the target digit was part of the series, the participant must

engage a memory scaiming process. Sternberg noted that the series had to be actively

maintained in memory in order for a comparison to be made (Sternberg, 1966, p.

653). Modifications of the Sternberg task have been created and used in various

working memory studies. In a study by Manoach et al. (1997), participants

performed a version of the Sternberg working memory task while being assessed by

ftmctional magnetic resonance imaging (^IRI) which measured cortical activation

levels during the task. It was found that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)

was activated during the task, and in particular, the right DLPFC was activated. As

well, an interconnected area, the intraparietal sulcus, displayed some activation. The

activity in the parietal area is presumably associated with processing the task stimuli

or with attentional task demands. Previous research has also shown activation of the

prefrontal cortex during working memory tasks (Beardsley, 1997; Goldman-Rakic,

1995). The large cortical activity in the DLPFC illustrates that this a significant

region for maintaining information in working memory.

Dual Attention

Another cognitive process associated with executive ftmction is dual (or

divided) attention. Dual attention involves the ability to attend to and process

information from two tasks simultaneously (Posner & Boies, 1971). In some aspects,

Norman and Shallice's (1980) model (as cited in Shallice & Burgess, 1993) provides
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a framework for dual attention. In this model, a supervisory attention system (SAS)

monitors various aspects of attentional control. In particular, the SAS oversees the

allocation of attention for non-routine behaviours where there are no known solutions

or where attention must be selected for different tasks (Stuss, Shallice, Alexander &

Picton, 1995). Thus, the SAS may be interpreted as a higher order component that

facilitates attention sharing.

Like the cognitive processes of working memory, dual attention has also been

classified as an executive function through its association with the frontal lobe.

Various tasks have been utilized to examine dual attention, such as the dual task

paradigm devised by Posner and Boies (1971). One task required the participant to

respond whether pairs of letters were the same or different. At the same time, the

participant also had to respond to an auditory tone by pressing an appropriate key. In

order to perform dual attention tasks, the attention system must be flexible so as to

integrate and respond to information entering the brain from different stimuli. There

must be a balance of the attention allocated to each task. Studies performed on

normal population samples demonstrate difficulty in performing tasks simultaneously

and performance on both tasks is decreased, in comparison to performance when

tasks are performed individually (Posner & Boies, 1971). Though decreased

performance occurs in a normal population, patients with frontal lobe damage

experience even greater difficulty on simultaneous attention tasks, suggesting that

dual attention is mediated by the frontal lobe. Further evidence of this association

has been noted in studies using positron emission topography (PET). PET scans have

shown that the anterior cingulate is active during the dual attention task (Stuss,

Shallice, Alexander, & Picton, 1995).
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Inhibition

A third cognitive process related to executive function behaviours is cognitive

inhibition. Inhibition is the ability to suppress interfering thought processes or

responses (Carlson, Moses & Hix, 1998). This process is similar to a monitoring

function which facilitates the execution of goal-directed actions (Barkley, 1997).

Though inhibition theories have been suggested from a neurological perspective,

there have been no consistent cognitive theories of inhibition. For the most part,

inhibition theories have been related to other cognitive processes, particularly

working memory. For example, Bjorkland and Hamishfeger (1990) suggest that

inhibitory control suppresses irrelevant information from entering and being

maintained in working memory. By suppressing unnecessary information, inhibitory

control contributes to the efficiency of working memory. Though it is suggested that

inhibitory processes improve from childhood to early adulthood, the mechanisms of

inhibition have not been explicitly explored (Bjorkland & Hamishfeger, 1990).

Like working memory and dual attention, inhibition has also been classified

as an executive function because of its association with the prefrontal cortex. Much

of the research stems from performance studies on people who have sustained frontal

lobe damage or from lesion studies performed on monkeys (Williams & Mateer,

1992; Diamond & Taylor, 1995). This has been illustrated through studies utilizing

the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935; Golden 1978). This is a classic neuropsychological

test involving three parts. One part of the test requires participants to read a list of

colour names (red, blue, green) written in black ink. The second part of the test

requires the participant to name the colour of ink patches (red, green, blue), arranged

in a list. The third part of the test involves a series of colour names printed in

conflicting ink colours (e.g. the word "red" may be printed in green). The participant

is required to say the name of the colour of the ink (Trenerry, Crosson, DeBoe, Leber,
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1989). The third section of the test involves the interference component, known as

the "Stroop effect," where the word interferes with the naming of the ink colour. In

order to complete the third task successfully, the automatic response to read the word

has to be suppressed in order to say the ink colour. Avoiding the Stroop effect

requires an inhibition response. Thus, successful completion of the Stroop Test

demonstrates the executive function definition of inhibition (Trenerry et al., 1989).

Patients v^th frontal lobe lesions reveal the Stroop effect more than other

brain-damaged or non-brain damaged patients. For example, in a study by Vendrell,

Junque, Pujol, Jurado, Molet & Grafman (1995), patients with right prefrontal lateral

lesion performed worse than other brain injured patients and controls, suggesting that

the fi-ontal lobes are implicated in inhibitory functions.

Working memory, inhibition and dual attention are considered executive

functions because they are higher order cognitive processes that are integral

components of complex human behaviour. As well, they are processes that have been

associated with the prefi^ontal cortex. Executive functions may be viewed as an

"umbrella term" under which both complex human behaviours and specific higher

order cognitive processes are placed. Within the developmental literature, executive

functions have been studied through tasks designed to measure specific cognitive

processes, like working memory, inhibition and dual attention, and through tasks that

are more sophisticated and include multiple cognitive processes, like planning and

organization.

Executive Function Task Performance Development

Performance on various types of executive function tasks have provided a

picture of cognitive development at different ages during childhood and adolescence.

Passler, Isaac and Hynd (1985) examined changes across the ages in two executive
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function processes, working memory and inhibition. They studied children, ages 6 to

12 years, grouped into four levels: 6, 8, 10 and 12 years. Developmental changes in

working memory and inhibition performance were measured using behavioural tasks

of varying difficulty. Working memory was measured through verbal and non-verbal

proactive and retroactive tests. In the proactive situation, children were presented

two series of different sounds, or two series of different words. The child repeated

both series in each respective task and then was asked to repeat the first series. The

retroactive test was similar except that the second series was repeated (Passler et al.,

1985). Verbal inhibition was observed through the Day-Night task which required

the child to point to a dark coloured card when the examiner said "day" and point to a

white card when the examiner said "night." Non-verbal inhibition was also observed

through a tapping task, where the child tapped once if they heard two taps and tapped

twice ifthey heard one tap (Passler et al., 1985). In addition, two perseveration tests

were used. For one task, children were required to place black and white marbles in a

jar, in an alternating order (black, white, black, etc.). The other task requires children

to draw a circle, square and triangle, in that order, continuously, until they filled up a

space on a paper. Children in the youngest age group were able to perform all the

tasks, though they performed at lower levels of proficiency than the other three age

groups. For working memory performance, both 10- and 12-year-old children

generally performed better than 6-and 8-year old children. For verbal inhibition, no

differences in the age levels were reported, and the authors suggested that this

executive fimction is fully developed in children by 6 years of age, though it may be

that the verbal inhibition tasks were not sufficiently difficult in order to detect

differences at the different age groups. On the other hand, non-verbal inhibition tasks

showed that children ages 8, 10 and 12 years performed better than 6-year-old

children, a pattern also seen in the perseveration tasks (Passler et al., 1985).
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Based on these findings, Passler et al. (1985) suggested that an initial, significant

developmental change in executive function performance occurred between the ages

of 6 and 8 years. Between the older ages of 10 and 12 years, mastery of executive

function tasks, defined as adult performance levels, was achieved or nearly achieved.

Thus, the study found that two distinct groupings emerged. One group consisted of

the two younger age levels (6- and 8-years- old) and the other group consisted of the

two older age levels (10- and 12-years-old).

Kolb and Fantie (1987) also examined cognitive development in children.

They tested children and adolescents, from ages 6 to 17 years, on executive function

neuropsychological tests, such as the Wisconsin Card Sort Test and the Chicago

Word Fluency Test. They also noted that performance on the tasks improved with

age. For the 10-year-old children, performance on the WCST was similar to adults

and for the 13 year-old adolescents, performance on the Fluency Test was similar to

adults. Kolb and Fantie (1987) suggested that the pattern of development was due to

maturation of the fi-ontal lobe. According to Kolb and Fantie (1987), children have

poorer performance on the executive function tasks because the frontal lobe, which is

associated with performance on these teisks, is underdeveloped. As children get

older, and the frontal lobe matures, performance reaches adult levels. According to

this research, frontal lobe maturation occurs around adolescence and hence, adult

levels of performance are reached by adolescence. Thus, there is a pattern of

improvement in performance, v^th significant changes occurring around adolescence.

This pattern of improvement in performance was also observed in a study by

Becker, Isaac and Hynd (1987). Children, ages 5 to 12 years, were studied and the

same four age levels were used (6, 8, 10, 12 years). Similarly, working memory and

inhibition were examined, but tasks of varying complexity were used. The working

memory tasks involved temporal ordering of stimuli, whereby the children were
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presented a group of visual stimuli in one trial and in the second trial they had to

identify which stimulus had been seen most recently. On this task, it was found that

the 6-year-old children's levels of performance were lower than those of 8-year-old

children and the 8-year-old children were less accurate than the 10 and 12-year old

children. For the inhibition measures, a Go/No-Go task and a tapping conflict task

were utilized. For these measures, 6-year-old children generally performed worse

than 8-, 10- and 12-year-old children (Becker at al., 1987). Variations of the results

were found when the children were grouped by race and sex. Nonetheless, these

findings show a similar pattern to that of Passler et al.'s (1985) study. Based on this

work, the researchers argue that 6-years of age marks the time of emerging executive

function performance and the ages between 6 and 8 years signify early development.

During the 10-year-old stage, significant development continues, as seen by

increasing performance. By the final age group, that is, the 12-year-old children,

change in performance of executive fimction tasks signifies a period of mastery or

approaching mastery, similar to adult performance.

The studies mentioned thus far demonstrate an emerging pattern of improved

performance over the age range of 6 to 12 years. The findings were replicated by

Levin et al. (1991). The age groupings in this research differed slightly, using

children 7 and 8 years of age, 9 to 12 years of age and 13 to 15 years of age.

Furthermore, the executive function tasks were much more complex. Eight tasks

were used, grouped by principal component analysis into three factors: semantic

association/concept formation (measured by the following tasks: California Verbal

Learning Test, Word Fluency, Twenty Questions Test), perseveration/disinhibition

(measured by the Go No-Go Test and the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test), and planning

(measured by the Tower ofLondon and Design Fluency). The eighth task, delayed

alternation, did not reveal any significant developmental trends.
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Improved performance patterns at each of the three age groups were seen for

the tasks that loaded on the semantic association/concept formation factor. There

was also improved performance on the perseveration/disinhibition tasks, which

occurred around 10 to 12 years. By 12 years, adult performance levels were reached

on many of the tasks. A second major change in performance occurred within the 13-

to 15-year-old age group. The adolescents exhibited more planning and organization

than the younger children, and mastery was achieved on all the tasks loaded on the

perseveration/disinhibition factor and the planning factor.

Welsh, Pennington and Groisser (1991) also examined executive function

development. Their study investigated children fi-om ages 3 to 12 years and included

the following executive function tasks: Visual Search, Verbal Fluency, Motor

Planning, Tower of Hanoi (TOH), Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (WCST) and the

Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFFT). For the Visual Search task, adult

performance levels were reached by 6 years. Mastery ofthe MFFT and the WCST

was achieved by 10 years. The other tasks revealed improved performance with age,

with a particular improvement by 12 years, though mastery was not reached on

Verbal Fluency, Motor Planning and the Tower of Hanoi.

These studies have attempted to understand cognition through a

developmental examination of executive function processes, quantified by using

various behavioural tasks. There appears to be a general improvement in performance

across the ages, with significantly larger improvements in performance at particular

ages. In general, with the exception of the Verbal Inhibition tasks used by Passler,

Isaac and Hynd (1985) and the Visual Search tasks used by Welsh, Pennington and

Groisser (1991), 6-year-old children did not achieve mastery performance on any of

the executive function tasks. Ten-year-old children were beginning to achieve adult

performance levels on the tasks and by 12 and 13 years, mastery performance was
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achieved on most tasks. Welsh, Pennington and Groisser ( 1 99 1 ) suggested that at the

ages of 6, 10 and adolescence, there appears to be an integration and maturation of

skills. The researchers have speculated that physiological changes in the brain may

occur at these ages and hence, result in cognitive behavioural changes. In particular,

some of the speculated physiological changes are thought to occur in the prefrontal

lobe, thus setting the stage for a prefrontal lobe maturation hypothesis. This

hypothesis, however, cannot be examined from the studies reviewed because they

only used behavioural measures. At best, they can be compared to physiological

studies to see if there are any similarities in developmental patterns, as measured by

both behavioural and physiological means.

Physiological Development

There have been physiological studies demonstrating that prefrontal lobe

development occurs over ages similar to those found in the executive function

behavioural studies (e.g., Thatcher, Walker & Giudice, 1987; Epstein, 1990;

Hudspeth & Pribram, 1990). This work will be discussed in more detail later.

Physiological studies have also provided evidence to implicate the prefrontal

cortex as a region associated wdth the executive function modalities of working

memory, attention and inhibition. Strictly speaking, however, no behaviour can be

localized to only one cortical area. The cortex is better explained as a complex

network with numerous interconnections between cortical regions. For example,

Manoach et al.'s (1997) research on working memory found that both the prefrontal

cortex and the intraparietal region were activated by the working memory task,

indicating neural connections between these two regions. Though the interconnected

networks within the cortex must be considered, research shows that certain cortical

regions, such as the prefrontal cortex, are more instrumental for particular
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behavioural functions. Thus, it may be stated that executive functions are "more

prefrontar' than other functions (Dywan, Segalowitz & Unsal, 1992).

The association of the prefrontal cortex with executive function performance

has important implications on the current developmental research. The multi-stage

behavioural patterns observed by Passler, Isaac and Hynd (1985), Becker, Isaac and

Hynd (1987), Kolb and Fantie (1987), Levin and colleagues, (1991) and Welsh,

Pennington and Groisser (1991) may reflect developmental changes within the

prefrontal cortex. Recent studies have provided evidence of prefrontal cortex

maturation at various ages during childhood and adolescence.

The development of the prefrontal cortex has been described as a wave-like

process of continuous growth with brief periods of accelerated development, called

"growth spurts" (Thatcher, Walker & Giudice, 1987; Hudspeth & Pribram, 1990;

Thatcher, 1991). In a series of studies, Thatcher used electroencephalography (EEG)

to measure brain activity along the scalp. EEG power and coherence were calculated

on normal children and adults from the ages 2 months to approximately 26 years.

Coherence is a measure of the "shared activity" between two brain regions and

reflects the number and strength of connections between brain regions (Thatcher,

Walker & Giudice, 1987; Thatcher 1998). Thatcher (1994) defined growth spurts as

a significantly different peak increase in the mean EEG coherence of cortical regions

between age groups. Growth spurts were observed at five stages across various ages:

from birth to 3 years, from 4 to 6 years, from 8 to 10 years and from 1 1 to 14 years

and 15 years to adulthood (Thatcher, Walker, & Giudice, 1987). At these stages,

increased neural connections from anterior to posterior regions were observed. As

well, within each stage, the left and right hemisphere of the brain alternated in

development. Cortical development, however, was not exclusive to only the five

stages. Within each of the stages, there was also a continuous developmental trend
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involving the formation and pruning of neural connections. Based on similar

developmental patterns, Thatcher (1994; 1998) grouped the growth spurts into the

following cycles: Cycle I was between the ages of 1.5 years to 5 years. Cycle II was

from 5 to 9 years, and Cycle III was from 13 to 15.5 years. Phase transitions were

between Cycles I and II (5 to 7 years) and between Cycles II and III (9 to 1 1 years).

The significant aspect of these developmental trends was that the frontal lobe

mainly controlled the growth of neural connections (synaptogenesis) between the

frontal and the more posterior regions. (Thatcher, 1994). Thatcher noted that the

function of the frontal lobe was to"...slowly sculpt and reshape the brain's

microanatomy to eventually meet the demands and requirements of an adult world"

(Thatcher, 1994, p. 577). Based on these EEG coherence studies, it was observed

that the nature of the interaction between the frontal lobe and more posterior regions

of the brain could be considered to be a "predator-prey" model. Cortical activity

showed that the frontal lobe, as "predator," was responsible for pruning and/or

eliminating neural synapses in the posterior cortex, the "prey" in the model

(Thatcher, 1994). The pruning of neuronal connections was part of reshaping the

cortex to promote the development of various behavioural ftmctions. The evidence of

frontal lobe synaptic pruning as a sign of cortical maturity was also suggested by

Goldman-Rakic (1987). She noted that though synaptogenesis occurs simultaneously

throughout the prefrontal cortex, particularly during the early years in life, synaptic

elimination occurs at different times during infancy, childhood, adolescence and

young adulthood. According to Goldman-Rakic, the mature capacity of the frontal

lobe may be dependent on synaptic elimination (Goldman-Rakic, 1987, p. 617).

Thus, the stages of synaptic elimination may correspond to great maturational

changes in cognitive development.
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A model has been proposed linking physiological and cognitive development.

Case (1992) noted that the physiological cycles of growth observed in Thatcher's

earlier research (1991) can be compared to cognitive growth in children and young

adolescents. Though the ages are approximate. Case (1992) noted that Cycle I may

correspond to early cognitive development, where the use of symbolic functions, such

as language, gestures and play are developing. Cycle II may be associated with

cognitive functions using rudimentary logic, planning and shifting attention. Cycle

III may reflect a higher level of cognition that requires flexibility, abstraction and

integration levels of working memory, attention and inhibition processes. The

transitions between cycles may be a reflection of the growth spurts of neuronal

connections, particularly in the prefrontal cortex. Based on this hypothesis,

individual biological development in the prefrontal cortex would account for

individual differences in cognition. This does not mean, however, that physiology is

the sole contributor in cognition. Other factors, like experience and schooling, are

also influential. Rather, this model demonstrates a possible relationship between

physiological development and cognitive development.

Thus far, cognitive development has been conceptualized through "higher

order" executive functions, that is, working memory, inhibition and dual attention.

Other processes, however, are also integral in cognitive development. These include

non-executive functions like spatial ability, and general cognitive functions, such as

speed of processing.

Non-Executive Function: Spatial Ability

Non-executive functions are modality-specific processes. For example,

spatial ability is associated with a sensory modality, particularly with the visual

modality. In contrast to executive functions, spatial ability is less complex and is
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automatic. This process involves the visual perception of size, shape, orientation and

relationships between objects and patterns. In addition, spatial ability requires the

mental visualization of objects and patterns (Riccio & Hynd, 1992; Woodcock &

Johnson, 1989). Based on this definition, spatial ability is a multi-dimensional

construct. As a result, it may be an "umbrella term" to refer to related processes that

are important to form a mental representation of one's environment and organizing

and integrating visual environmental stimuli. In comparison to the research on

executive functions, spatial ability is not an extensively studied component of

cognition. Nonetheless, it is considered an elementary process necessary to

understand cognition.

As with executive functions, spatial ability may also be studied based on a

neuroanatomical model. Much of this research is based on studies on patients who

have brain lesions and have subsequently suffered loss of spatial abilities. In

particular, spatial abilities have been affected when the posterior parietal or

temporo-occipital sites in the right hemisphere have been lesioned (Riccio & Hynd,

1992). As well, Goldman-Rakic (1987) has performed anatomical and fimctional

studies illustrating the association between spatial processing and the posterior

parietal cortex.

Spatial Ability Development

There is relatively little information on the developmental characteristics of

spatial abilities, although norms have been established for the some of the more

common tests of this process, namely. Spatial Relations and Benton's Judgment of

Line Orientatioa The Spatial Relations Test fi"om the Woodcock-Johnson

Psycho-Education Battery- Revised (Woodcock & Johnson, 1989) consists of a series

of simple and complex geometric shapes. The participant is shown a geometric
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figure and a series of smaller shapes and must decide which shapes fit together to

form the larger figure. Factor analyses have shown that Spatial Relations involve

perception and mental visualization of patterns. Benton's Judgment of Line

Orientation Test (Benton, Hamsher, Vamey, & Spreen, 1983) consists of a pair of test

lines, followed by an array of eleven lines. The participant must decide which line

from the array points in the same direction and is in the same position as each of the

test lines.

In order to establish norms for Spatial Relations, children ages 6-, 8-, 9- and

13- years, and adults were tested. Children and adolescents displayed a general linear

progression of development and by 13 years of age, developmental performance on

the spatial ability task was more gradual and approaching adult levels (Woodcock &

Johnson, 1989). This trend was also found by Kolb and Fantie (1987), through their

spatial research with children and adolescents. They tested children firom ages

2-years to 14 -years on facial recognition spatial tasks and found that spatial ability

improved quickly around 6-years of age, and then performance improved gradually

until 13-years of age, when performance began to plateau.

Physiological Development

The developmental pattern of performance on spatial tasks is also reflected in

the physiological development of the posterior parietal cortex in the right hemisphere.

A general linear increase in development has been observed in the right hemisphere.

In EEG coherence studies it was observed that the right hemisphere showed a gradual

increase in neuronal connections fi"om infancy to early adulthood, with slightly

greater increase in connections at 8- to 10-years. By 13-years, right hemispheric

growth is approaching adults levels (Thatcher, Walker & Giudice, 1987). Thus, this

physiological development concurs with spatial task performance across the ages.
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Speed of Perceptual Information Processing

In contrast to the sparse research on spatial ability, speed of information

processing has been a very popular concept within the field of cognitive

development. Speed of information processing is a characteristic of cognition

referring to the rate at which stimuli from the environment are perceived, attended to

and integrated by the cortex in order to perform a task or execute a behaviour (Bors

& Forrin, 1995). It has been asserted by some researchers that processing speed is the

only influential mental function related to individual differences found in cognition.

As Kail and Salthouse (1994) remarked, "...the most meaningful ways to

conceptualize mental capacity is in terms of an individual's processing speed" (p.

201).

Speed of Perceptual Processing Development

There is a general pattern of development in speed of processing from

childhood to early adulthood, that is, children are slower than adolescents, who are

slower than young adults. Kail (1988) observed the reaction times for children (ages

8- to 12-years), adolescents (ages 13- to 17-years) and young adults (ages 18- to

21 -years) and found a significant negative relationship between age and reaction

time, such that reaction time decreased with increasing age. Thus, young adults had a

shorter reaction time and were faster than adolescents who were faster than young

children. The rate of change in performance, however, was not entirely uniform.

There was more improvement in children's performance and moderate improvement

in adolescents' and young adults' performance. As adults get older, however,

performance begins to decline (Kail, 1988). This pattern has been described as a

gradual exponential change with age (Kail 1991; Kail and Salthouse, 1994), which is

quite consistent in the literature. Kail (1991) conducted a review analysis of 72
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studies that used speed of processing tasks with children, adolescents and young

adults. In Kail's analysis of these studies, he found that an exponential equation

provided an adequate fit to the data.

The exponential pattern of speed of processing development is considered a

consistent trend. Regardless of the tasks used to measure speed of processing, it is

relatively constant across the ages. The exponential pattern of speed of processing is

based on an experiment by Hale and Jansen (1994) where young adults were grouped

as fast, average or slow, depending on their performance on seven speed tasks. Hale

and Jansen found that the adults had consistent performance on all tasks and that

differences between the three groups varied by a constant coefficient, referred to as a

global processing time coefficient. Hale and Jansen argue that the global processing

coefficient is a common characteristic at a particular age group. According to Hale

and Jansen' s argument, children grouped at the same age are slower than adolescents

and adults on all types of speed of processing tasks by a constant proportion. As

children get older, this proportion decreases.

Physiological Development

As speed is a global cognitive characteristic that affects all aspects of

information processing, it cannot be localized in the brain. Speed of processing is a

reflection of the transfer and processing of neuronal information within the cortex by

dendritic-synaptic connections. Impulses proceed along the cell via the axon, which

resembles an elongated tube. In order to achieve efficient and swift conmiunication

between neurons, the axons must be insulated (Goldman-Rakic, Bourgeois, & Rakic,

1997). The insulation process, known as myelination, involves a deposit of white,

fatty glial cells surrounding the axon. Myelination begins prenatally and continues

after birth. It has been found to continue until at least 15 years of age, and perhaps
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continues until much later (Kolb & Fantie, 1989). In addition to myelination, other

cortical processes, such as an increase in the number of synaptic connections, may

speed up neural transmission and hence, influence the speed of processing. Similarly,

growth patterns of neurotransmitters and receptors are also important for facilitating

transmission of information. Though these two processes are harder to measure, they

likely correlate with myelination development (Goldman-Rakic, Bourgeois, & Rakic,

1997). Thus, myelination and other cortical function development may be related to

the growth in the speed of processing. Furthermore, this type of physiological

development may also be related to improved performance in other types of cognitive

functions

Summary

It should be noted that the relationship between cognitive behavioural

performance and physiological development is not entirely clear. As previously

mentioned, it is difficult to define the specific cortical areas associated with the

various tasks associated with speed of processing, spatial ability and executive

functions. Consequently, developmental patterns of the suspected cortical areas may

not fully explain neuropsychological development of the appropriate cognitive

functions. Ideally, combined studies using both electrophysiological and behavioural

measures should be utilized.

Current research is exploring ways in which these cognitive processes are

related to fluid intelligence. As well, there is an attempt to understand how the

development of these processes influences fluid intelligence at different ages.
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Fluid Intelligence, Speed ofPerceptual Processing. Spatial Ability and Executive

Functions

Fluid intelligence is considered to be the "...ability to reason, and solve

problems involving new information without relying extensively on an explicit base

of declarative knowledge derived from either schooling or previous experience"

(Carpenter, Just, & Shell, 1990, p. 404). Also included in the definition of fluid

intelligence is the ability to perceive and remember information and the flexibility to

deal with novel situations (Prabhakaran, Smith, Desmond, Glover, & Gabrieli, 1997).

Within the past decade, there has been an interest in the development of fluid

intelligence, and in particular, research has focused on its relationship to other

cognitive processes. For example, there is evidence that fluid intelligence tasks

utilize the same cortical structures as executive functions, such as working memory.

That is, both fluid intelligence and working memory utilize the prefrontal cortex. In a

study by Prabhakaran et al. (1997), participants performed a fluid intelligence task

while undergoing fiinctional magnetic resonance imaging (flvlRI). The task required

participants to complete patterns and to perceive and solve abstract relations. The

fMBl showed neural areas of activation while the test was being completed. The

prefrontal lobes, particularly the regions associated with working memory (Brodman

areas 9 and 46) displayed cortical activity (Prabhakaran et al., 1997). The role of

spatial ability and speed of processing may also influence performance on fluid

intelligence tasks. Though to my knowledge no specific studies have examined the

specific influence of spatial ability, it may be a process utilized in fluid intelligence

tasks as they require the ability to form mental representations and organize patterns.

Furthermore, speed of processing may be important in fluid intelligence performance

as it facilitates integration of information from the environment.
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Although executive functions, spatial ability and speed of processing ,

contribute to the development of fluid intelligence, speed of perceptual processing

has been suggested to be most influential (Kail & Salthouse, 1994). Kail and

Salthouse (1994) noted that increases in speed of perceptual processing directly and

indirectly affect cognition through an increase in cognitive functioning. Cognitive

functioning was defined as fluid intelligence, that is, "...higher-order processing such

as integration or abstraction..." (Kail & Salthouse, 1994, p. 214). The effect of speed

of perceptual processing was explained through a network metaphor. A network was

thought to be similar to neural networks, whereby a "...a limited number of nodes in

the network can be active at any time and such activation is said to spread via links to

adjacent nodes" (Kail & Salthouse, 1994, p. 222). Based on this metaphor, speed of

perceptual processing corresponded to the rate of activation, allowing for the

availability and synthesis of relevant information. An increase in speed would allow

for an increase in information synthesis, and hence, allow for a direct increase in

cognitive performance. An indirect effect of speed of processing, through other

mental processes, was also discussed. For example, an increase in speed would allow

for an increase in information synthesis, and hence, there would be a direct effect on

working memory. In turn, increased working memory performance would increase

cognitive performance. Though Kail and Salthouse (1994) did not research the

neural mechanisms facilitating speed of processing, they did allude to increase in

neuronal coimections or increases in myelinization.

A study by Kail (1992) illustrated the age-speed-memory relationship. He

noted that though speeded tasks are sensitive to age-related changes, other tasks, such

as working memory tasks, may also be sensitive to these changes. Kail examined

speed and memory relationships in a sample of nine-year old children and 19-year-

old young adults. Kail found that age-related changes in the rate of speed of
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perceptual processing were negatively correlated with working memory performance.

Thus, as reaction time decreased (i.e., faster processing), working memory

performance improved.

In this study, however. Kail (1992) did not consider the speed-memory

relationship at separate ages. For example, children and adolescents and young adults

have been shown to have different levels of speed and memory performance. A

question that arises is whether 9-year old children and 19-year old young adults show

the same speed-memory relationship when examined separately. This question was

explored in a study by Segalowitz, Cricenti and San Cartier (1998), where the

researchers replicated Kail's (1992) study and also extended his work through an

examination of the speed-memory relationship at different ages. Segalowitz et al.

(1998) studied children from ages 6.5- to 13-years and young adults. They found a

significant correlation between speed of processing and working memory

performance at pre-adolescence (ages 7- to 10-years). This relationship, however,

was not found at adolescence (10.5- to 13-years), nor at young adulthood. At the

younger age group, speed accounted for a significant proportion of the variance in

working memory. The authors suggest that in younger children, memory is an

underdeveloped function. As a result, memory performance may be more associated

with speed of processing characteristics, such as speed of rehearsal or coding. At

adolescence, speed of processing does not account for a significant proportion of

variance in working memory performance. At this stage, there is the assumed

maturation of the prefrontal cortex. Though speed of processing is an important

cognitive function, its influence on working memory may be "overshadowed" by the

increased complexity of cortical mechanisms manipulating information (Segalowitz,

Cricenti, & San Cartier, 1998).
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A recent study by Fry and Hale (1996) has attempted to clarify and expand the

developmental changes and relationships between speed of perceptual processing and

working memory. They expanded on the models explored by Kail (1992) and Kail

and Salthouse (1994). Based on these models, age-related increases in speed of

processing have an effect on complex cognitive functioning (i.e., fluid intelligence)

and they also have an effect on working memory. Fry and Hale (1996) combined

these concepts and examined the nature of the relationship between four variables:

age, processing speed, working memory and fluid intelligence. In addition to

investigating the individual effects of speed of processing and working memory on

cognitive functioning, they also explored a cascade model of development.

According to this cascade aspect of the model, an increasing developmental pattern in

processing speed would lead to an improved performance in working memory, which

would lead to increases in fluid intelligence (Fry and Hale, 1996).

The researchers collected processing speed, working memory and fluid

intelligence data from 214 participants, ages 7 to 19 years. A series of processing

speed and working memory measures were used. Fluid intelligence was measured by

Raven's Progressive Matrices. Expected developmental trends were found in Fry and

Hale's results. For example, children had slower reaction times than adolescents and

adults. Working memory performance and Raven's raw scores positively correlated

with age. Based on the cascade hypothesis, path analysis models were proposed. The

models depicted in Fry and Hale's paper appear to be schematic representations of

various analyses. Based on the representative models, as well as Fry and Hale's

literature review, it appears that certain relationships were suggested. A direct

relationship between age and speed of processing and age and working memory was

suggested. Direct relationships between speed of processing and fluid intelligence,

and working memory and fluid intelligence were proposed. As well, a cascade or
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step-like development was depicted in the model, such that age-related increases in

speed would increase working memory performance, which, in turn, would increase

Raven's performance.

Based on the path analyses reported by Fry and Hale (1996), the data fit the

proposed paths except that the path depicting the direct relationship between speed of

processing and Raven's was non-significant. In their model, speed had no direct

effect on Raven scores. Instead, it indirectly influenced performance on Raven's

through working memory and it was found that "... 45 % of the total age-related

effect on fluid intelligence [was] mediated by age-related differences in speed and

working memory" (Fry & Hale, 1996, p. 239). In addition, the speed-memory

relationship found by Kail (1992) was also replicated as processing speed was found

to influence working memory. Fry and Hale also found a significant direct effect of

working memory on Raven's Matrices (Fry & Hale, 1996). Their results supported

the proposed cascade model of development, though they did not support the direct

effect of speed of processing on fluid intelligence.

Fry and Hale's (1996) study was influential in compiling together findings

from speed, working memory and fluid intelligence studies into a single research

module. This work illustrated the relationships between speed of processing,

working memory and fluid intelligence. A review of the literature, particularly the

developmental studies on executive functions and speed of processing, as well as the

work by Kail (1992) and Kail and Salthouse (1994) support Fry and Hale's (1996)

cascade model. However, there are aspects ofFry and Hale's (1996) research that

may be further explored.

For example, the recent work by Segalowitz et al. (1998), while supporting

the speed-memory developmental trends, indicates that there are different

developmental relationships at different ages, particularly during childhood and
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adolescence. Based on this model, speed of processing is not a strong predictor of

working memory at adolescence, when the executive functions are more mature.

Though Fry and Hale (1996) had a sample of participants whose ages ranged from

childhood to adolescence to young adulthood, developmental trends were not

explored. One may wonder whether the developmental relationships within the

speed, working memory and fluid intelligence model differ at middle childhood and

at adolescence. Middle childhood and adolescence are categorized by different

cognitive stages in thinking and by different stages in physiological development.

Thus, these stages may be reflected through distinct relationships between cognitive

processes.

Furthermore, within the literature, cognitive relationships have so far only

been explored amongst speed of processing, working memory and fluid intelligence.

The question remains whether the relationships exist for other processes. For

instance, working memory is one type of executive function that has been shown to

have an influence on fluid intelligence performance. Fry and Hale (1996) suggest

that manipulating and keeping information on line are important for solving

problems, such as those in a fluid intelligence task like Raven's Progressive Matrices.

One may wonder whether other executive functions, such as inhibition and dual

attention may also have an influence on fluid intelligence performance.

Inhibition may play a role in fluid intelligence performance as it is a cognitive

process that allows one to suppress an inappropriate response and make a correct one.

In particular, a fluid intelligence measure, such as Raven's Progressive Matrices, may

utilize inhibition skills. As one examines the matrix pattern there may be a selection

choice that initially appears to be the correct one. The inhibition process enables one

to monitor the selections and ensure that the appropriate response is made.
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Dual attention may also be useful in fluid intelligence performance. It is an

executive function and Duncan et al. (1996) suggest that fluid intelligence relies on

executive functions. Dual attention may be useful in fluid intelligence performance

because the ability to deal with novel situation and to problem solve may require one

to simultaneously attend to and process information coming from different sources.

As well, though age-related increases in speed of processing have been

associated with increases in working memory, there is the question of what other

processes may be considered. Domain specific non-executive functions, like spatial

ability, may also influence executive function processes, as well as fluid intelligence.

Further exploration of Fry and Hale's (1996) cascade hypotheses formed the basis of

the present study.

Summary of Hypotheses

The present study investigated the relationships between speed of processing,

spatial ability, executive functions and fluid intelligence in children, adolescents and

young adults. In particular, this research focused on the types of cognitive functions

that influence fluid intelligence performance. Behavioural tasks were used to

measure each of the four cognitive processes.

Hypothesis 1- Fry and Hale's Model

The Influence of Age, Speed of Perceptual Processing and Working Memory /Dual

Attention/ Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence

The first hypothesis tested a model based on the ideas expressed by Fry and

Hale's (1996) literature review and path analyses and explored the influence of

specific cognitive processes on fluid intelligence across the four age groups. This

hypothesis is divided into three parts, with each section examining the relationship
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between age, speed of perceptual processing, an executive function (either working

memory, dual attention or inhibition) and fluid intelligence.

For the first part of hypothesis 1, both speed of processing and the executive

function process of working memory were expected to have an influence on fluid

intelligence performance. As well, speed of processing and working memory were

expected to be influenced by age. According to the cascade aspect of this model, as

children get older, they should be able to process information faster, which would

allow for improvements in working memory performance. This, in turn, would

influence improved fluid intelligence performance.

The second and third part of hypothesis 1 are the same as the first except that

the executive function of working memory is replaced by dual attention in the second

part and by inhibition in the third part. The three parts of the hypothesis were

expressed in the form of a path model. The models were a variation of Fry and

Hale's (1996) model and measured variables were used. For the models shown, solid

arrows between variables represent paths where a significant relationship is expected.

The follovsdng paths were hypothesized:
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Hypothesis 1 a- Speed of Perceptual Processing and Working Memory as Predictors

of Fluid Intelligence (see Figure 1)

(a) Age should influence performance on speed of processing and

working memory.

(b) Speed of processing performance should have a direct influence

on fluid intelligence performance.

(c) Working memory performance should have a direct influence on

fluid intelligence performance.

(d) Speed of Processing performance should have a direct influence

on working memory performance.

(e) Working memory performance should at least partially mediate

the relationship between speed of processing performance and fluid

intelligence performance.

(f) Speed of processing performance and working memory

performance should mediate the relationship between age and fluid

intelligence performance.
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Hypothesis 1 b The Influence of Speed of Perceptual Processing and Dual Attention

on Fluid Intelligence (see Figure 2)

(a) Age should influence performance on speed of perceptual

processing and dual attention.

(b) Speed of processing performance should have a direct influence

on fluid intelligence performance.

(c) Dual attention performance should have a direct influence on fluid

intelligence performance.

(d) Speed of processing performance should have a direct influence

on dual attention performance.

(e) Dual attention performance should at least partially mediate the

relationship between speed of processing performance and fluid

intelligence performance.

(f) Speed of processing performance and dual attention performance

should mediate the relationship between age and fluid intelligence

performance.
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Hypothesis Ic The Influence of Speed of Perceptua l Proce«;^mg
f^nd Inhihitinn nn

Fluid Intell igence (see Figure 3)

(a) Age should influence performance on speed of perceptual

processing and inhibition.

(b) Speed of processing performance should have a direct influence

on fluid intelligence performance.

(c) Inhibition performance should have a direct influence on fluid

intelligence performance.

(d) Speed of processing performance should have a direct influence

on inhibition performance.

(e) Inhibition performance should at least partially mediate the

relationship between speed of processing performance and fluid

; intelligence performance.

(f) Speed of processing performance and inhibition performance

should mediate the relationship between age and fluid intelligence

performance.
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Hypotheses 2 The Influence of Spatial Ability and Working Memory/Dual Attention/

Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence

The second set of hypotheses also extended Fry and Hale's(1996) model.

However, a non-executive function, spatial ability was substituted for speed of

perceptual processing. As in the previously stated hypotheses, the three executive

functions of working memory, dual attention and inhibition were examined in

separate models.

Relationships similar to those hypothesized above were expected. Thus, it

was expected that spatial ability performance and executive function performance

would be influenced by age. As there are spatial elements in a fluid intelligence

task, spatial ability should influence fluid intelligence performance. As well, each of

the executive functions should influence fluid intelligence performance. According

to the cascade aspect of this model, spatial ability performance improves with age

and this should influence performance on executive functions. This improved

performance should have an effect on improved fluid intelligence performance. The

following path models express the relationships between spatial ability and working

memory, dual attention and inhibition.
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Hypothesis 2a-The Influence of Snatial Ability and Working \Aemn^ ^^ VhM

Intelligence (see Figure 4^

(a) Age should influence performance on spatial ability and working

memory.

(b) Spatial ability performance should have a direct influence on

fluid intelligence performance.

(c) Working memory performance should have a direct influence on

fluid intelligence performance.

(d) Spatial ability performance should have a direct effect on working

memory performance.

(e) Working memory performance should at least partially mediate

the relationship between spatial ability performance and fluid

intelligence performance.

(f) Spatial ability performance and working memory performance

should mediate the relationship between age and fluid intelligence

performance.
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Hypothesis 2 b-The Influence of Spatial Ability and Dual Attention on Fluid

Intelligence (see Figure 5^

(a) Age should influence performance on spatial ability and dual

attention.

(b) Spatial ability performance should have a direct influence on

fluid intelligence performance.

(c) Dual attention performance should have a direct influence on fluid

intelligence performance.

(d) Spatial ability performance should have a direct influence on dual

attention performance.

(e) Dual attention performance should at least partially mediate the

relationship between spatial ability performance and fluid intelligence

performance.

(f) Spatial ability performance and dual attention performance

should mediate the relationship between age and fluid intelligence

performance.
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Hypothesis 2 Cr The Influenrp of Snatial Ahilitv and inhihit
jon on Fluid TntPiif p^r^r^

(see Figure 6)

(a) Age should influence performance on spatial ability and

inhibition.

(b) Spatial ability performance should have a direct influence on

fluid intelligence performance.

(c) Inhibition performance should have a direct influence on fluid

intelligence performance.

(d) Spatial ability performance should have a direct influence on

inhibition performance.

(e) Inhibition performance should at least partially mediate the

relationship between spatial ability performance and fluid intelligence

performance.

(f) Spatial ability performance and inhibition performance

should mediate the relationship between age and fluid intelligence

performance.
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Hypotheses 3

Two age groups were used to examine the possibility that the influence of

different cognitive processes on fluid intelligence performance may vary as a result of

maturation.

Though this study did not formally investigate Piagetian concepts, some terms

were borrowed from Piaget (1973) to facilitate the organization of age groups.

Children, ages 7- and 10-years old were grouped together and classified as "concrete

thinkers." Adolescents and young adults, ages 13 and 18-23, respectively, were

grouped together and classified as "abstract thinkers." Though the developmental

research shows performance differences between the two ages within each group, that

is, 10-year old children perform better on cognitive tests than 7 year-old children and

young adults perform better than 13-year old adolescents, shared characteristics

amongst the pairings support the use of the two age groups. For example, the

literature on cognitive theory includes these pairs of ages together and Piaget (1973)

and Case (1985) considered 7- and 10-year olds to be in middle childhood. In the

research by Segalowitz et al. (1998), 7 and 10-year olds were included in the young

children group, where a speed-memory relationship was detected. Thus, 7- and

10-year-olds are thought to use the same cognitive processes in fluid intelligence

performance. In contrast, Segalowitz et al. (1998) found that 13-year olds and adults

had non-significant correlations between the processing speed and memory

performance scores, illustrating a similarity between these two age groups. In

addition, Piaget (1973) and Case (1985) considered both adolescents and young

adults to be at the stage of abstract thinking. Thus, 13-year-olds and young adults are

thought to use the same processes in fluid intelligence performance.

A general model of cognitive processes related to fluid intelligence

performance was proposed as the basis for the hypotheses (see Figure 7).
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Speed of processing, as a general process that improves with age, should influence

performance on working memory, dual attention and inhibition and on fluid

intelligence. Spatial ability, as a non-complex function that improves with age,

should also influence performance on the executive functions and on fluid

intelligence. Furthermore, each of working memory, dual attention and inhibition, as

complex processes that improve with age, should influence performance on fluid

intelligence. Modifications to this model were made in respect to the two age groups.

The premise behind the modifications was that the effect of each cognitive processes

on fluid intelligence may differ according to age group.

In Concrete Thinkers, it was suggested that speed of perceptual processing

and spatial ability would have a significant effect on the three executive functions

and on fluid intelligence. Though working memory, dual attention and inhibition

should also influence fluid intelligence performance, these effects should be less than

those contributed by speed of processing and spatial ability. The literature suggests

that executive function performance is underdeveloped in Concrete Thinkers. As

fluid intelligence is a complex process, and performance on the three executive

functions has not yet reached mastery levels, fluid intelligence performance should be

more influenced by speed of processing and spatial ability.

This pattern of influence is in contrast to the pattern suggested for Abstract

Thinkers. Speed of processing and spatial ability should still influence performance

on working memory, dual attention, inhibition and fluid intelligence. However, for

the Abstract Thinkers, the effects of speed of processing and spatial ability on fluid

intelligence will be less than the effects of working memory, dual attention and

inhibition (executive functions) on fluid intelligence. At this age group, mastery

performance should be achieved on executive function tasks, indicating the advanced
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development of these complex tasks. Thus, a greater contributing influence on fluid

intelligence performance should be due to executive functions.

In the following models, all cognitive processes, that is speed of processing,

spatial ability, working memory, dual attention, inhibition and fluid intelligence, were

considered together in one model. All variables were expressed as measured

variables. For all the models, solid arrows between variables represent paths where a

significant relationship is expected. Broken arrows between variables represent non

significant relationships.

Hypotheses 3 a- Concrete Thinkers (see Figure 8)

(a) Speed of processing should have a direct influence on fluid

intelligence performance,

(b) Spatial ability should have a direct influence on fluid

intelligence performance.

(c) Speedof processing and spatial ability should each have a direct

effect on working memory, dual attention and inhibition.

(d) There should be no direct effects of working memory, dual

attention and inhibition on fluid intelligence
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3 b- Abstract Thinkers (see Figure 9)

(a) Working memory, dual attention and inhibition should each have a

direct influence on fluid intelligence.

(b) Speed of processing and spatial ability should each have a direct

effect on the working memory, dual attention and inhibition.

(c) Working memory, dual attention and inhibition should each

mediate the performance between speed of processing and

fluid intelligence.

(d) There should be no direct effect of speed of processing on fluid

intelligence.

(e) The should be no direct effect of spatial ability on fluid

intelligence.

(f) Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition and should each

mediate the performance between spatial ability and fluid intelligence

performance.
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Method

Participants

Two hundred and eight participants, consisting of children, adolescents, and

young adults took part in this study. The number and ages ofthe participants were as

follows: fifty-three 7-year-old children (range= 7.0 years to 7 years 1 1 months; M=7

years 6 months SD=3 months), fifty-one 10-year-old children (range=10.0 years to

10 years 1 1 months; M= 10 years 4 months; SD=3 months), fifty-four 13-year-old

adolescents (range=13.0 years to 13 years and 1 1 months, M= 13 years 4 months,

SE)= 2 months) and fifty young adults (range= 18 years 6 months to 22 years 9

months; M= 19 years 9 months; SD=9 months). The male to female ratio for the

7-year-old, 10-year-old, 13-year-old and adult groups was 27:26, 23:28, 27:27 and

25:25, respectively.

The young adults were students from Brock University and the University of

Waterloo who were taking an introductory psychology course. Students participated

for course credit. A sign-up sheet describing the study was made available to

students, and those interested were contacted by the researcher. Upon calling each of

the volunteers, ftirther details of the study were explained. If the person was willing

to participate, permission was obtained to conduct a brief telephone questionnaire in

order to screen for neurological impairments and learning problems. An appointment

was then set up for the consent forms to be signed and the testing session to be

administered (see Appendix A for telephone screening questionnaire and study

consent forms).

Children and adolescents were recruited from five local elementary schools in

the St. Catharines area. The study's purpose and procedures was presented to a

school board representative and each school principal. Children were screened for

extreme cognitive abilities, beised on their teachers' evaluations. Thus, children who
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were identified as having exceptional needs, or who required remedial or enriched

programmes were excluded from the study. Teachers were asked to hand out parent

information and consent forms to children who may be interested in participating in

the study. Those children who returned consent forms signed by their parents

participated in the study (see Appendix B for forms). Approximately 299 consent

forms were distributed and 190 forms were returned (63.5%).

Materials (see Appendix C for test examples).

Executive Function Performance Tasks: Working Memory- Sternberg's Item

Recognition Task This is a modification of Sternberg's memory task (Sternberg

1966) and was presented on a computer screen. The test presentation consisted of a

star being flashed in the centre of the screen for 400 ms to indicate the beginning of a

stimulus set. The stimulus set was presented 750 ms later and consisted of a set of

black letters either one, three or five letters long. Letters were presented, in random

order, in the centre of the screen for 500 ms. After 2000 ms, a target letter was

presented in the centre of the screen and the participant had to decide, yea or no.

whether the target was one of the letters present in the previously shown set. The

participant responded by pressing either one of two computer keys to indicate yea or

no . A total of 1 50 trails were administered, with 50 trials in each of the one, three or

five conditions. Two types ofpractice trials were conducted. Cue cards were used,

illustrating each of the 3 letter conditions, in order to clarify the instructions.

Twenty-four practice trials were also conducted on the computer. Sternberg (1966)

used reaction time as a way to measure scanning time in working memory. Thus, the

reaction time to respond correctly to the target letter was used to calculate a working

memory score in this study. Details on the computations of scores are described in a

section below.
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Dual Attention: Dual Attention Tone Task

Our lab used a variation of the Posner and Boies (1971) dual task paradigm.

This was a combined computer and paper-pencil task. The first component of the test

consisted of a series of tones presented via a computer speaker. The participant had to

distinguish between high and low tones by pressing a computer key, as fast as

possible, when a high tone was heard. A practice session was conducted to help

people distinguish between the tones. During the second part of the test, the

participant was given a sheet with rows of different letters on it and was asked to find

and circle the "K's." This component was timed for 2.5 min. The final section of the

task required the participant to perform the two sections concurrently so that while

he/she was circling the "K's," he/she also responded to the high tones. The use of

reaction times from the single and dual conditions were used to calculate a dual

attention score because these results, rather than the number of "K's" circled,

revealed a pattern of improved performance fi^om childhood to young adulthood.

Inhibition: StroopTask TStroop, 1935; Golden. 1978\

This test consisted of three parts. For the first part, participants read aloud

fi^om a list containing the words red, blue, and green, arranged in random order. The

next part of the task required the participant to name the colour of ink, either red,

blue or green, that a list ofX's was printed in. The third part of the task, known as

the "Stroop" condition, consisted of a list of colour words printed in a conflicting ink

colour and the participant was asked to name the colour of ink. Each task consisted

of 100 words and the number of words correctly read in 45 s was recorded.
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Non-Executive Function Performance Tasks

Spatial Ability: Woodcock-Johnson Spatial Relations Test (Woodcock & Johnson,

1989). -4^

This test was presented in booklet form. The participant was shown a

geometric figure and a series of fragmented figures and he/she was required to select

the fragments that went together to make up the geometric figure. The test was

discontinued if six consecutive incorrect responses were made. The number of

correct responses was used to calculate a spatial ability score.

Spatial Ability :Benton's Judgment of Line Orientation Test (Benton, Hamsher,

Vamey. & Spreen, 19831

Test validity is reported as .4 14 as measured against Block Design from the

WISC-IH-R (Riccio & Hynd, 1992). This test was presented in booklet form. A pair

of test lines, drawn in different directions were shown to the participant. He/she was

also shown an array of eleven lines, spaced out at 18 degree intervals from the origin.

The participant was asked to select the lines from the array that were in the same

position and pointed in the same direction as the test lines. The number of correct

responses was used to calculate a spatial ability score.

Speed of Perceptual Processing :Number Comparison Test

This was a modified version ofthe task used in Kail's study (French, Price, &

Ekstrom, 1963, cited in Kail, 1992). The participant was presented with two test

sheets, one with pairs of 1 digit numbers and the second with pairs of 3 digit numbers.

Some of the pairs of numbers were identical and some were different and the

participant placed a mark on the pairs that are different. The time required to

complete each sheet was used to calculate a speed score.
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Speed of Perceptual Processing Woodcock-Johnson Cross Out Test

According to Woodcock and Johnson (1989), the Cross-Out test loaded onto a

"Perceptual Speed" factor at .842. This was a timed test, (2 minutes), that consisted

of a sheet with target figures, each followed by a row of simple figures. The

participant was asked to draw a line through each figure in the row that was identical

to the target. The number of correct responses in 2 minutes was used for a speed

score.

Speed of Perceptual Processing: Symbol Search-Weschler Intelligence Test for

Children-Revised; Speed Subtest (Weschler, 19911

This was a timed test, (3 minutes), consisting of a sheet with pairs of target

symbols, each followed by a row of symbols. The participant had to determine if any

of the target symbols were present in the row and then circled the appropriate yes. or

no response. The number of correct responses was used for a speed score.

Fluid Intelligence: Raven's Progressive Matrices (Raven, 1956).

For the Raven's test there has not been recent data examining its test validity.

Franzen (1989) reports that Dolke (1976) found a correlation of .55 between the

Raven's test and the General Aptitude Test Battery.

Raven's Progressive Matrices was presented in booklet form, consisting of 60

shapes or patterns in a 3 X 3 matrix, each with the bottom right figure missing.

Below the matrix was a series of choices to complete the matrix pattern and the

participant was required to select the best choice. The number of correct responses

were used for a fluid intelligence score.
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Procedure

Children and Adolescents

Children and adolescents were tested in the schools. For the children, total

testing time took approximately two and a half hours and the tests were administered

over a series of three sessions. Two sessions, of approximately fifty minutes each,

consisted of one-on one administration of tasks in Sets A and B. The third session

took approximately thirty to forty minutes and involved a group administration of

Raven's Progressive Matrices (Set C).

Prior to testing, the researcher met with each child or adolescent to establish

initial rapport. The study and tasks were briefly explained to them and an

opportunity for questions was provided. The tests were administered in the following

order: (see Appendix D for test instructions)

Set A: Sternberg's Item Recognition Task, Symbol Search, Dual Attention

Tone Task, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test*, and Cross Out A's*.

Set B: Stroop, Woodcock-Johnson Cross Out, Benton's Judgment of Line

Orientation, Number Comparison, Woodcock-Johnson Spatial Relations, Tower of

London*.

Set C: Raven's Progressive Matrices.

Testing began with either Set A or Set B and the sets were counterbalanced. The

children were provided with a break between sets. Set C (Raven's) was

administered after the first two sets were completed.

*Additional data were collected for other research purposes but were not analyzed in

this thesis.
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Aduli^

Brock University students were tested in a room in the Brock University

Electrophysiology Lab and University of Waterloo students were tested in a room in

the university's Psychology Department. Prior to testing, details of the study were

explained and participants were required to sign a consent form. Testing adults took

approximately two hours and Sets A,B and C were administered to the adults in the

same format as the children.

Data Analysis for Path Analysis

Within the data set of 208 participants, there were missing data for certain

tests. For example, computer difficulties on the working memory Sternberg Item

Recognition task and the dual attention Tone Task resulted in missing data for seven

participants. Two students were ill during the testing and were unable to complete

Set C (Raven's Progressive Matrices). As well, individual scores from 12

participants were excluded from the following tests: Number Comparison (3

condition). Woodcock-Johnson Spatial Relations, Benton's Judgment of Line

Orientation, Dual Attention Tone Task, Sternberg Item Recognition task, Stroop Test

and Raven's Progressive Matrices. These scores were greater than 3 standard

deviations above or below the mean and appeared as outliers. Upon further

examination of these participants' performance on the other tests, it appeared that

their extreme performance was unique to only the test in question, and was not

characteristic of performance on other tasks. As a result, these extreme test results

were excluded from the data base.

Bentler's (1989) EQS- Structural Equations Program was used for the path

analyses. According to Bentler (1989, p. 197), listwise deletion, in which a case is

removed if data are missing, is reconmiended if the pattern of missing data is fairly
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random. As a result, a total of 21 cases in the data set were eliminated, such that the

data set consisted of 187 cases: 46 7-year-old children, 46 10-year-old children, 51

13-year-old children and 44 young adults. This data set was used for all subsequent

analyses. As path analyses were used to examine hypotheses one through three,

measured variables were used.

Computation of Scores for Variables:

Executive Function Performance Tasks

The executive function tasks had multiple levels of complexity. Each test

consisted of an easy task and a task or tasks of increasing difficulty. For example, for

the working memory test, rehearsing one letter for the Sternberg Item Recognition

was considered an easy task and rehearsing three and five letters were considered to

be more difficult tasks. This task paradigm is referred to as an additive factors

method and allows for performance comparisons to be made between levels of

difficulty. By taking the difference between performance on a difficult and easy task,

one can obtain an indication ofhow much mental effort is required by a task. A

simple change score (i.e.. Difficult Task - Easy Task), however, may be an unreliable

measure. According to Cohen and Cohen (1983), the reliability of the difference

scores is lower than the reliability of the two scores used to calculate the difference.

Instead, it is recommended that regression analysis should be used to obtain residual

scores, whereby the "Easy Task" is partialled out from the "Difficult Task." Thus,

regression analyses were performed on the three executive function tasks and the

residual scores were saved. The residual scores represent an index of change

between the difficult and easy condition and these scores were used in subsequent

analyses. As this index of change allows for a measure of mental effort, while

controlling for modality-specific processing, the additive factors method is useful in
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obtaining a relatively modality-free measure of the task of interest. All tasks are

measured in a particular modality. For example, the Stroop task, as a measure of

inhibitory control, is presented in a verbal modality. Obtaining an index of mental

performance by comparing the difficult and easy condition allows one to examine the

Inhibition construct rather than the verbal modality it is presented in.

Working Memory- Sternberg Item Recognition

The reaction time performance on the three letter condition was regressed

onto the reaction time performance in the one letter condition and the residual scores

were used. The five letter condition was not used because an examination of the

7-year-old children's performance on this task revealed that they were unable to

perform the task properly, perhaps because they were unable to remember the five

letter set in the allotted time. The graph in Figure 10 shows a negative relationship

between reaction time and age group. As this task measured reaction time, older

participants took less time to respond and had lower reaction times than the younger

participants. Lower scores represent better working memory performance. An

expected developmental trend was evident as the older groups performed better than

the younger groups.
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Dual Attention -Tone Task

The effect of reaction time performance to the tones presented in the dual

condition was regressed onto reaction time performance in the single condition and

the residual scores were used. The graph in Figure 1 1 also reveals the negative

relationship between reaction time and age group. An expected developmental

relationship was also evident as the older age groups were able to respond faster than

those in the younger age groups. Lower scores represent better dual attention

performance.

Inhibition- Stt-oop Task

The performance onto the Sttoop Interference Task (i.e., where the colour had

to be named and the reading of the word had to be suppressed) was regressed on the

Colour-Naming Task and the residual scores were used. The graph in Figure 12

indicates a positive relationships between performance and age group. As higher

scores indicate better performance, a developmental trend was also evident.

Non-Executive Function Performance-Spatial Composite Score

A composite score was created by taking an average of the number of correct

responses from the two spatial tasks, that is summing z-scores from the results of the

Woodcock-Johnson Spatial test and the Benton's Line Orientation test and dividing

by the number of tests. Table 1 shows that the relationships between the two spatial

tasks for 7-, 10- 13-years old and young adult groups were all significant. The graph

in Figure 13 shows a positive relationship between the spatial composite core and

age group with higher scores indicating better performance.
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Figure 1

1

Dual attention performance scores at each age group (+/- 2 SD).

Scores are standardized residuals based on reaction time. Lower scores represent better

performance.
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Scores are standardized residuals based on number of correct responses. Higher scores

Represent better performance.
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Table 1 Pearson product moment Correlation Coefficients for Spatial Task (Benton's

Line Orientation Test and Woodcock-Johnson Spatial Relations) presented separately

for each age group.

7
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Speed of Processing Composite Score

Z-scores were taken from the correct responses for the Cross-Out and Symbol

Search tests and from the reaction times for the one- and three- Number Comparison

tests. All are timed tasks that have been used in the speed literature, and all are

considered to tap into some aspect of perceptual speed. Table 2 shows the

relationships between the four speed tasks for the 7-, 10-, 13-year-olds and young

adult groups. As seen from Table 2 scores on all the tests are significantly correlated

for the 7-year-old and the young adult group. This was not true for the 10- and

13-year-old groups as some of the correlation coefficients are not significant.

Confirmatory factor analysis was performed to see if the speed tests would load up on

a "Speed of Perceptual Processing" construct. Confirmatory factor analyses indicated

that a speed of perceptual processing construct could reasonably be formed using the

four speed tests at each age group (see Table 3). Although Symbol Search did not

significantly contribute to the speed construct for the 10-year-old group, follow-up

confirmatory factor analyses conducted without this task included in the speed

construct yielded the same results. The four speed tasks therefore were used to

calculate a composite score.

The graph in Figure 14 illustrates a positive relationship between the speed of

processing composite score and age group with higher scores indicating better speed

performance.

Fluid Intelligence: Raven's Progressive Matrices

The raw scores for this variable were used to determine fluid intelligence

performance. As seen in the graph in Figure 15, there is a positive relationship

between Raven's performance and age group. Higher scores indicate better

performance.
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Table 2- Pearson product moment Correlation Coefficients for Speed Tasks

(Cross-Out, Symbol Search, Number Comparison 1 and 3) presented separately for

each age group.

7-year-old children
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Table 3 Confirmatory Factor Analysis for Speed of Perceptual Processing Tasks at

each of the four age groups.

Adult

10 13 Young

M
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Figure 14 Perceptual speed scores at each age group (+/- 2 SD).

Scores are a composite perceptual speed score based on the numbers of correct respons

and reaction time. Higher scores represent better performance.
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Results

Preliminary Analyses

As mentioned, two age groups comprised of 7- and 10-year-old children were

included in the Concrete Thinkers and both the 13-year-old adolescents and adults

were included in the Abstract Thinkers. To ensure that the same model could be

considered for the 7- and 10-year-old children (Concrete Thinkers) and the same

model could be considered for the 13-year-old adolescents and the young adults

(Abstract Thinkers), we had to ensure that there was no interaction between the age

group and test performance that might influence fluid intelligence (Raven's)

performance. Thus, Age Group by Task Performance interactions on Fluid

Intelligence were tested using multiple regression analyses. Age Group was used as a

continuous variable, as the intervals between 7-, 10-, 13- year-olds and young adults

were considered to be on a developmental continuum.

Analyses for the Concrete Thinkers and the Abstract Thinkers were conducted

separately. A series of hierarchical multiple regression analyses was conducted to

check for five types of interactions between age group and task performance on speed

of processing, spatial ability, working memory, dual attention, and inhibition in the

prediction of Raven's. On the first step Age Group was entered, followed by the task

of interest on the second step and finally the interaction between Age Group and Task

Performance was entered. For the Concrete Thinkers age group interactions were not

significant for any of the five tasks (see Tables 4 through 8). Similarly, for the

Abstract Thinkers, as seen in Tables 9 through 13, there were non-significant

interactions for all five tasks, although the Age Group by Speed of Perceptual

Processing interaction approached significance (F£hMlg£(l,91)=3.853, p=.053) (see

Table 9). As a result, analyses for the Abstract Thinkers were also explored at the

separate age groups, that is, 13-year old adolescents and young adults.
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Table 4

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis Examining Interaction

Effects ofAge Group and Speed of Processing on Fluid Intelligence for the Concrete

Thinkers (N = 92)

Steps fi.
R^ change F change df ]2

1 Age Group ^87 345 47.319 1^90 <.001

2 Speed of .492 .065 9.874 1,89 .002

Processing

3 Interaction .523 .014 2.207 1,88 .141

Age X Speed

Table 5

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regressions Analysis Examining Interaction

Effects ofAge Groups and Spatial Ability on Fluid Intelligence for the Concrete

Thinkers (N = 92)

Steps
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Table 6

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regressions Analysis Examining Interaction

Effects ofAge Groups and Working Memory on Fluid Intelligence for Concrete

Thinkers (N =92)

Steps
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Table 8 Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regressions Analysis Examining

Interaction Effects of Age Groups and Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence for Concrete

Thinkers (M= 92)

Steps
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Table 9

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis Examining Interaction

Effects ofAge Group and Speed of Perceptual Processing on Fluid Intelligence for

Abstract Thinkers (N = 95)

Steps
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Table 11

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis Examining Interaction

Effects ofAge Group and Working Memory on Fluid Intelligence for Abstract

Thinkers (N= 95)

Steps
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Table 13 Abstract Thinkers (N =95)

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis Examining Interaction

Effects ofAge Group and Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence for Abstract Thinkers (H
95)

Steps
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Descriptive Analyses ofTask Performance

The means and standard deviations for all the task scores are presented in

Table 14. For all analyses, unless reported otherwise, an alpha level of .05 was used.

One-way ANOVAs performed on each of the six tasks across the four age groups

were significant (see Table 15), indicating that there are differences across the age

groups. Thus, this supports the developmental trend depicted in each of the graphs

on Speed of Perceptual Processing, Spatial Ability, Working Memory, Dual

Attention, Inhibition and Raven's task performance.

In addition, it is noted in the literature (e.g., Becker et al., 1981) that

adolescents' performance on executive function tasks is close to adult levels of

performance. Thus, this relationship was examined through t-tests. An independent

samples t-test comparing performance on the working memory, dual attention and

inhibition tasks showed no significant differences between the 13-year-old

adolescents and the young adults (Working Memory- i (93) = 1 .339, n.s.: Dual

Attention- 1(93)= 1.146, ils.; Inhibition- 1 (93)= -.250, n.s.V

Correlations among Speed of Perceptual Processing, Spatial Ability,

Working Memory, Dual Attention, Inhibition and Fluid Intelligence were also

calculated. Correlations for the 7-year-old group are presented in Table 16. Only

Spatial Ability and Fluid Intelligence (Raven's) were significantly related.

As seen in Table 17, there were significant correlations between Speed of

Perceptual Processing and Fluid Intelligence, between Spatial Ability and Fluid

Intelligence and between Speed of Processing and Inhibition for the 10-year-old

group. The correlations for the 13-year-olds are reported in Table 18. Significant

correlations were found between Inhibition and Fluid Intelligence, Spatial Ability and

Fluid Intelligence and Spatial Ability and Dual Attention.
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For the young adults, the correlation results are reported in Table 19. There

were significant correlations between Speed of Processing and Spatial Ability, Speed

of Processing and Fluid Intelligence and Spatial Ability and Fluid Intelligence.
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Table 14 Means and Standard Deviations of Task Scores for the four age groups

7 years
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Table 15

Results of One Way ANOVA of Speed of Perceptual Processing, Spatial Ability,

Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition by Age Group

Source
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Table 16 Pearson product moment Correlation Coefficients for Tasks for the

7-year-old age group (M = 46)

Dual Attention Inhib Speed Spatial Raven's

Working Memory ^008 -.025 J94 J47 .114

Dual Attention -.093 .089 .130 .015

Inhib .036 .159 .015

Speed .152 .237

Spatial .325

*p<.05

Table 17 Pearson product moment Correlation Coefficients for Tasks for the

10-year-old age group (N = 46)

*

Dual Attention
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Table 1 8 Pearson product moment Correlation Coefficients for Tasks for the

1 3-year-old age group (M = 5 1

)

' . .
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Path Analyses

Goodness of fit for the path analytic models was assessed using x ^ and the

Comparative Fit Index (CFI). A non-significant x ^ and CFI values larger than .90

are indicative of a good fit (Bentler, 1989; Byrne, 1994). In larger samples, the x
^

statistic may be significant even though the model provides a good fit. The

significance of the path coefficients was determined through a z test statistic, where

values lees than or equal to +/- 1.96 indicate a significant path at p < .05 (Bentler,

1989).

Hypothesis la- Fry and Hale (1996) Model: The Influence of Speed of

Perceptual Processing and Working Memory on Fluid Intelligence

For all the versions of the Fry and Hale models, data from all age groups were

used. Results of this analysis, presented in Figure 16, indicate that the data

adequately fit the model x^(l, N= 187) = 12.819, p= 001, CFI = .978. In all the

models presented, solid arrows between the variables are the paths that were

hypothesized to be significant. Paths that were actually significant, as based on the

analyses (i.e., p < .05) were indicated by an asterisk (*). Residual values were also

reported.

Our results, however, did not fully support the model based on the research of

Fry and Hale (1996). As hypothesized, there were significant paths leading from Age

Groups to Speed of Perceptual Processing and to Working Memory. Also expected

was the significant path from Speed of Perceptual Processing to Fluid Intelligence.

Thus, Speed of Processing mediated the relationship between Age Group and Fluid

Intelligence. However, Working Memory did not have a significant direct effect on

Fluid Intelligence and hence. Working Memory did not mediate the relationship

between Age Group and Fluid Intelligence. As well, contrary to the cascade aspect of
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the model, it was found that Speed of Processing did not have a significant effect on

Working Memory. As a result. Working Memory did not partially mediate the

relationship between Speed of Processing and Fluid Intelligence. Overall, the model

did not support the idea that increases in speed of processing performance would lead

to increased working memory performance which would influence improved fluid

intelligence performance.

Hypothesis 1 h- Fry and Hale n996^ Model: The Influence of Speed of

Perceptual Processing and Dual Attention on Fluid Intelligence

Results of this analysis, presented in Figure 17, indicate that the data

adequately fit the proposed model, x ^ (1, N= 187) = 12.777, ji= .001, CFI = .977.

However, the proposed model was not fiilly supported. As expected, there was a

significant path from Age Group to Speed ofProcessing but the path fi-om Age

Group to Dual Attention was not significant. Speed of Processing had a significant

direct path to Fluid Intelligence. Thus, Speed of Processing mediated the relationship

between Age Group and Fluid Intelligence. Similar to the previous results, but

contrary to our hypothesis, the executive function task. Dual Attention, did not have a

direct influence on Fluid Intelligence. As this path was not significant, nor was the

path fi-om Age Group to Dual Attention, Dual Attention did not mediate the

relationship between Age Group and Fluid Intelligence. Moreover, Speed of

Processing did not have a significant effect on Dual Attention, indicating a lack of

partial mediation between Speed of Processing and Fluid Intelligence. The cascade

aspect of the model was not supported because Speed of Processing did not have an

effect on Dual Attention nor did Dual Attention have an effect on Fluid Intelligence.
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Hypothesis 1 c- Frv and Hale (1996^ Model: The Influence of Speed of

Perceptual Processing and Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence

Result of this analysis, presented in Figure 18 indicate that the data adequately

fit the proposed model, x ^ (1, M= 187) = 12.819, ii= .001, CFI = .978, although the

Fry and Hale model was not fully supported using the inhibition task variable. It was

expected that Age Group would significantly influence both Speed of Processing and

Inhibition. However, only the path fi-om Age Group to Speed of Perceptual

Processing was significant. Based on the hypothesis. Speed of Processing influenced

Fluid Intelligence as indicated by the significant path. Similar to the previously

reported results. Speed of Processing mediated the relationship between Age Group

and Fluid Intelligence. However, contrary to the hypothesis. Inhibition did not have a

direct effect on Fluid Intelligence, and so caimot be seen as mediating the relationship

between Age Group and Fluid Intelligence. As in the other models, the cascade

aspect of the model was not supported. Speed of Processing did not have an effect on

Inhibition performance and Inhibition did not influence Fluid Intelligence

performance
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Hypothesis 2 a b c > . .^
-

Fry and Hale (1996) Model: The Influence of Spatial Ability and Working

Memory/Dual Attention/Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence

These models followed the same pattern as the previous models, however.

Spatial Ability was substituted for Speed of Perceptual Processing.

Results for the three analyses indicated that the data did not adequately fit the

models. Though significant paths were identified, the models as a whole did not

adequately describe the relationships between the variables Age Group, Spatial

Ability, the executive functions and Fluid Intelligence. The fit indices for the model

v^th Spatial Ability and Working Memory were x ^ (1, N= 187) =78.758, ji= .001,

CFI = .770. The fit indices for the model with Spatial Ability and Dual Attention

were x^ (1, N = 187) = 85.816, ^^ .001, CFI = .731. For the final model with Spatial

Ability and Inhibition, the fit indices were x ^ (1, A^= 187) = 83.410, j2= .001, CH =

.741.

Hypothesis 3

(a) Concrete Thinkers

This complex model depicted in Figure 8 did not adequately describe the data

(X ^ (4, N = 92) = 12.977,£= .01 139, CFI = .847.)

(b) Abstract Thinkers

Similarly, the complex model depicted in Figure 9 did not adequately describe

the data (x ^ (4Ji = 95) = 26.553, ji= .001, CFI = .689).

Simplified Models

Because the complex models did not fit the data for both age groups, the

models were simplified. The question still remained whether the effects of speed of

processing, spatial ability and executive functions on fluid intelligence vary at
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different age groups. Rather than testing both Speed of Perceptual Processing and

Spatial Ability in the same model, these processes were tested, along with Working

Memory, Dual Attention, Inhibition and Fluid Intelligence, in separate models. The

hypotheses were re-stated as:

Simplified Model-

Concrete Thinkers: Speed of Perceptual Processing. Executive Functions

and Fluid Intelligence

(a) Speed of Processing should have a direct influence on Fluid

Intelligence.

(b) Speed of Processing should have a direct influence on Working

Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition.

(c) There should be no direct influence ofWorking Memory, Dual

Attention and Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence.

Simplified Model-

Concrete Thinkers: Spatial Ability, Executive Functions and Fluid Intelligence

(a) Spatial Ability should have a direct influence on Fluid Intelligence.

(b) Spatial Ability should have a direct influence on Working

Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition.

(c) There should be no direct influence ofWorking Memory, Dual

Attention and Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence.
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Simplified Model-

Abstract Thinkers: Speed of Perceptual Processing. Executive Functions and

Fluid Intelligence ....... .

. / (a) Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition each should have

a direct influence on Fluid Intelligence.

(b) Speed ofProcessing should have a direct influence on Working

Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition.

(c) Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition should

mediate the performance between Speed of Perceptual Processing and

Fluid Intelligence. .

(d) Speed ofProcessing should have no direct effect on Fluid

Intelligence performance.

^ u
'

Simplified Model-

Abstract Thinkers: Spatial Ability, Executive Functions and Fluid

Intelligence

(a) Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition each should have

a direct influence on fluid intelligence.

(b) Spatial Ability should have a direct influence on Working

Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition.

(c) Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition should each

mediate the performance between Spatial Ability and Fluid

Intelligence. ' •

(d) Spatial Ability should no direct effect on Fluid Intelligence

performance.

The results for these simplified models are reported in the following section.
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For all the models, hypothesized paths are indicated by the arrows between

the variables. Solid arrows between the variables are paths that were hypothesized to

be significant. Broken arrows indicate paths that were hypothesized to have no direct

effect. Paths that were actually significant, as based on the analyses (i.e., p <.05)

were indicated by an asterisk (*). Residual values were also reported.

Concrete Thinkers: Speed of Perceptual Processing, Executive Functions and

Fluid Intelligence

The results of this analysis, shown in Figure 19, show that the model provided

a good fit for the data as x ^ (3, N = 92) = .690, n = .875, CFI = 1 .00. As expected,

there was a significant path fi^om Speed of Perceptual Processing to Fluid

Intelligence. Also as expected, the three paths from Working Memory, Dual

Attention and Inhibition to Fluid Intelligence were not significant, indicating that

these executive functions did not have an effect on Fluid Intelligence. However, it

was expected that Speed of Processing would influence performance on Working

Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition but the results indicated that Speed did not

have a significant effect on the performance ofthe executive functions.

Concrete Thinkers: Spatial Ability, Executive Functions and Fluid

Intelligence

The results of this model shown in Figure 20 indicated that the data provided

a good fit and X ^ (3, N = 92) = .655,42 = .884, CFI = 1 .00. The hypothesized path

from Spatial Ability to Fluid Intelligence was significant. Also as predicted, none of

the executive functions. Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition, had a

significant effect on Fluid Intelligence. Contrary to the proposed model. Spatial

Ability did not significantly influence performance in any of the executive functions.
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Abstract Thinkers :Speed of Perceptual Processing. Executive Functions and

Fluid Intelligence

The results of this analysis, shown in Figure 21, show that the model provided

a good fit for the data as x ^ (3, N = 95), p = .390, CFI = 1 .00. None of the

hypotheses, however, were supported. It was predicted that Working Memory,

Inhibition and Attention would each significantly influence Fluid Intelligence but

none of the three paths were significant. As well. Speed of Perceptual Processing did

not significantly influence performance on the three executive fiinction tasks,

contrary to the predicted results. It was predicted that Speed of Processing should

have no effect on Fluid Intelligence. However, the results turned out to be similar to

those of the Concrete Thinkers, whereby Speed of Processing significantly influenced

the performance on Fluid Intelligence.

Abstract Thinkers: Spatial Ability. Executive Functions and Fluid

Intelligence

Like the other models, this model also provided a good fit for the data as

X ^(3,M= 95) = 2.789, p = .425, CFI = 1 .00 (see Figure 22). As predicted, there was

a significant path from Spatial Ability to one of the executive functions. Dual

Attention. However, the other predicted paths, from Spatial Ability to Inhibition and

from Spatial Ability to Working Memory were not significant. Contrary to the

hypothesis, though similar to the results from the other models, none of the executive

functions (Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition) significantly influenced

Fluid Intelligence performance. Also contrary to the predicted results for Abstract

Thinkers, though consistent with the other models, was the finding that the path from

Spatial Ability to Fluid Intelligence was significant.
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Exploratory Analyses:

Abstract Thinkers: Separate Investigations of 13-year old Adolescents and

Young Adults

In the preliminary analyses examining the interaction effects between age

group and task performance on Raven's performance, it was found that the Age

Group by Speed of Processing interaction approached significance, where Fchange

(1,91)=3.853, ji=.053. This indicates that there may be a possibility that 13-year-olds

and young adults differ in their performance on Speed of Processing performance,

influencing Fluid Intelligence performance in different ways. As a result, the two

age groups in question were examined separately and effects of Speed of Processing

and each of the executive functions (i.e., individual effects of Working Memory, Dual

Attention and Inhibition) on Fluid Intelligence were investigated.

It would have been preferable to examine the Speed of Processing, executive

functions and Fluid Intelligence model at each age group, but there was a concern

that the sample size at each age group was not large enough for path analyses. It is

recommended that the ratio of sample size to parameters (paths) to be estimated

should be at least 10: 1 in order to accurately test models (Rentier, 1989). As N = 5

1

for 13 year-olds andM = 44 for adults, the ratio was not sufficient to confidently test

any models. As a result, a series of hierarchical multiple regression analyses was

performed to explore specific relationships vsdthin the model. Though regression

analysis cannot provide information on the simultaneous effects of all variables, it

can provide information regarding the proportion of variance in fluid intelligence

accounted for by individual variables.
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Speed of Perceptual Processing and executive functions TWorking Memory,

Dual Attention and Inhibition) Predicting Fluid Intelligence

The first set of regression analyses examined the proportion of variance in

Fluid Intelligence accounted for by Speed of Perceptual Processing, Working

Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition. Speed of Processing was entered in the first

step and the three executive fimctions. Working Memory, Dual Attention and

Inhibition were entered together on the second step. For both the 13-year-olds and

the young adults, it was predicted that the three executive fimctions would account

for a significant proportion of variance in Fluid Intelligence. Speed of Processing and

Spatial Ability were expected to account for a lesser proportion of variance.

The predictions, however, were not fully supported. For the 13-year-olds,

Speed of Processing did not significantly account for the variance in Fluid

Intelligence, which was expected. However, contrary to the hypotheses, the

executive functions also did not account for a greater proportion of the variance. The

non significant result, however, may have been due to the fact that all the executive

function tasks were entered on the same block. In fact, an examination of the

standardized regression coefficients (^) indicated that one individual executive

ftmction tasks, Inhibition, was a significant predictor of Fluid Intelligence

performance (see Table 20).

The regression analysis for the young adults also revealed surprising results as

none of the expected relationships were supported (see Table 21). It was predicted

that the executive functions would account for a greater proportion of variance in

Fluid Intelligence, than Speed of Processing. However, the opposite result was

found, where only Speed of Processing was a significant predictor. The standardized

coefficients were also examined to see any of the individual predictors were
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significant. As seen in Table 21, however, the standardized coefficients for Working

Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition were non-significant.
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Table 20

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for 13-year-old adolescents:

Speed of Perceptual Processing and Executive Functions (Working Memory, Dual

Attention and Inhibition) predicting Fluid Intelligence

Step
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Separate Multiple Regression Analyses for the 13-year-old adolescents and

Young Adults

To further explore the effects of speed of processing and each of the executive

functions on fluid intelligence for 13-year-old adolescents and young adults, three

separate hierarchical regressions were performed to examine the effects of each of

the executive functions. Speed of Processing was entered on the first step and then

one of the executive functions, either Working Memory, Dual Attention or Inhibition

was entered on the second step. Tables 22 through 24 illustrate the results of the

analyses performed for the 13-year-old adolescents. As seen in the three tables.

Speed of Processing was not a predictor of Fluid Intelligence performance scores. As

well, neither Working Memory nor Dual Attention were significant predictors of

Fluid Intelligence, as reported in Table 22 and Table 23, respectively. However, as

reported in Table 24, Inhibition was the only executive function that significantly

predicted Fluid Intelligence scores. This significant analysis was further examined by

entering Inhibition on the first step, followed by Speed of Processing and the

significant effect remained.

None of the analyses for the young adult group supported the hypothesis that

each of the executive functions. Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition,

would contribute a greater proportion of variance in Fluid Intelligence scores than

Speed of Processing. As seen in Tables 25 through 27, Speed of Processing was the

only variable that significantly predicted Fluid Intelligence.
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Table 22

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for 13-year-old adolescents:

Speed and Working Memory as Predictors of Fluid Intelligence

Step
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Table 25

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for Young Adults: Speed
and Working Memory as Predictors of Fluid Intelligence

Step
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Fry and Hale's Model: Speed of Perceptual Processing

Though the data fit the path analyses models when the variables. Age Group,

Speed of Perceptual Processing, one of the executive functions (Working Memory,

Dual Attention or Inhibition) and Fluid Intelligence were entered, many of the

predicted paths were not significant. Regressions analyses were then performed to

provide more information on individual variables that may predict Fluid Intelligence

performance.

Two types of multiple regression analyses were performed. In the first set of

analyses. Age Group was entered first, so that any variance associated with age would

be partialled from the variables entered on the subsequent steps. Speed of Processing

was entered next, followed by one of the executive functions, and the interactions.

Age Group by Speed ofProcessing and Age Group by executive function (whichever

executive function was being examined) were entered together on the last step.

The second set of regression analyses examined the effects of each of the

executive functions without partialling Speed of Processing. Thus, Age Group was

entered on the first step and one of the executive functions was entered on the second

step. Speed of Processing was entered on the next step and the interactions were

entered on the final step.

For the first set of analyses, reported in Table 28, Working Memory was

examined. Both Age Group and Speed of Processing were significant predictors.

Working Memory was not a significant predictor of Fluid Intelligence performance,

nor were the interactions of Age Group by Speed and Age Group by Working

Memory. Furthermore, as seen in Table 29, Working Memory did not predict Fluid

Intelligence performance, even when it was entered on the second step and Speed of

Processing was not partialled out. The significant result for Speed of Processing

remained the same, as did the non-significant results for the interactions.
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Similar patterns of results were found with the regression analyses including

Dual Attention, a variable that was not significant whether it was entered on the

second or third step. The interactions were also not significant. Both Age Group and

Speed of Processing remained significant (see Tables 30 and 31).

Though the path models and the regressions performed thus far seemed to

indicate that executive functions do not play a significant role in predicting fluid

intelligence performance, the regression analyses using Inhibition as a variable

indicated that this executive function may be influential in fluid intelligence

performance. Table 32 shows that when Inhibition was entered on the third step

whereby Age and Speed had been partialled, it was not a significant predictor.

Nonetheless, in Table 33 it approached significance when it was entered on the

second step following the entry ofAge and not Speed of Processing. Age Group and

Speed of Processing were significant in both analyses and the interactions were not

significant in either analyses.
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Table 28- Fry and Hale Model

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis with Age Group, Speed of

Perceptual Processing and Working Memory as Predictors of Fluid Intelligence

Step
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Table 30- Fry and Hale Model

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis with Age Group, Speed of

Perceptual Processing and Dual Attention as Predictors of Fluid Intelligence

Step
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Table 32- Fry and Hale Model

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis with Age Group, Speed of

Perceptual Processing and Inhibition as Predictors of Fluid Intelligence

Step
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Fry and Hale Model: Spatial Ability

As indicated above, the data did not fit the path models when Spatial Ability

was entered as a variable. These models were also examined through the two sets of

multiple regression analyses, that is, when the executive function was entered on the

third step, and when it was entered on the second step. Tables 34 though 39 show the

results of these analyses. Notably, the same pattern of results as those mentioned

above were found. The proportions of variance accounted for by Age Group and

Spatial Ability were significant in all analyses and the interactions were not

significant. Inhibition approached significance as a predictor of Fluid Intelligence

when it was entered on the second step but not on the third step.
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Table 34- Fry and Hale Model

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis with Age Group, Spatial

Ability and Working Memory as Predictors of Fluid Intelligence

Step
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Table 36- Fry and Hale Model

Hierarchical Regression with Age Group, Spatial Ability and Dual Attention as

Predictors of Fluid Intelligence

Step
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Table 38 - Fry and Hale Model

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis with Age Group, Spatial

Ability and Inhibition as Predictors of Fluid Intelligence

Step
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Individual Group Analyses: Exploring Predictors of Fluid Intelligence

In the preliminary examination of interaction effects in Tables 4 through 13,

there were no significant interactions, so there was no reason to suspect that the task

performance at the different ages within the Concrete Thinkers and the Abstract

Thinkers groups would differ with respect to its influence on Fluid Intelligence.

However, as previously reported in Tables 16 through 19, the correlations at each of

the age groups between complex fimctions and Fluid Intelligence and non-complex

functions and Fluid Intelligence revealed unexpected relationships at certain age

groups. For example, it was expected that for the 7-year-olds, as part of the Concrete

Thinkers group. Speed of Processing would predict Fluid Intelligence performance

and thus be correlated with it. The correlations in Table 16 did not support this.

Another unexpected correlation was at the 13-year-old group, reported in Table 18,

where Spatial Ability was correlated with Fluid Intelligence. For the young adult

group, as reported in Table 19, both Speed of Processing and Spatial Ability were

correlated with Fluid Intelligence. These relationships suggested that there were

unique relationships between speed, executive and non-executive functions and Fluid

Intelligence at each of the four separate age groups. It appeared that grouping age

groups together to form the Concrete Thinkers and the Abstract Thinkers may not

have provided the most accurate description of the cognitive relationships at the

different age groups. As a result, these relationships were examined at each of the

age groups through multiple regression analyses.

In the first set of analyses, the criterion variable was Fluid Intelligence and the

predictors were Speed of Perceptual Processing and one of the executive functions.

Speed of Perceptual Processing was entered on the first step and one of Working

Memory, Dual Attention or Inhibition was entered on the next step. In the second set

of analyses, the criterion variable was Fluid Intelligence and the predictors were
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Spatial Ability and one of the executive functions. Spatial Ability was entered on the

first step and one of the executive functions was entered on the second step.

The results for the 7-year-old children are reported in Tables 40 through 45. It

was expected that Speed of Processing and Spatial Ability should be significant

predictors of Fluid Intelligence and the executive fiinctions should contribute a much

lesser effect on Fluid Intelligence and thus, should not be significant predictors. As

hypothesized, neither Working Memory, Dual Attention nor Inhibition were

significant predictors of Fluid Intelligence. Though it was expected that both Speed

of Perceptual Processing and Spatial Ability would predict Fluid Intelligence

performance, significant results were only found for Spatial Ability.

For the 10-year-old children, the same predictions as for the 7-year old

children were made. All the hypotheses were supported, as seen in Tables 46 through

5 1 . Both Speed of Perceptual Processing and Spatial Ability were significant

predictors of Fluid Intelligence. None of the executive fimctions were significant

predictors of Fluid Intelligence.

For the 13-year-old adolescents, it was expected that only the executive

functions should significantly predict Fluid Intelligence Performance. Speed of

Processing and Spatial Ability should have a much lesser effect and should not have a

significant influence on Fluid Intelligence. However, these predictions were not fully

supported. Inhibition was the only executive function that predicted Fluid

Intelligence. In the previously conducted analysis when Speed of Processing was

entered on the first step, as reported in Table 24, Inhibition accounted for 1 1% ofthe

variance in Fluid Intelligence. Inhibition also accounted for 10.9% ofthe variance

when it was entered before Speed of Processing, also reported in Table 24. As

previously shown in Tables 22 through 24, Speed of Processing did not predict Fluid

Intelligence.
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As well, for the 13-year-old group. Inhibition accounted for 7.5% of the

variance when Spatial Ability was entered on the first step (see Table 57). Also

shown in Table 54 was that Inhibition accounted for 10.9% of the variance when it

was entered before Spatial Ability. Spatial Ability was a significant predictor of

Fluid Intelligence regardless of whether it was entered on the first or second step.

However, it accounted for different proportions of variance depending on when it was

entered in the equations, indicating that some variability was shared with Inhibition.

Thus, in Tables 52 through 54, when Spatial Ability was entered on the first step, it

predicted 12.9 % of the variance in Fluid Intelligence. In Table 54, however, when

Spatial Ability was entered after Inhibition, it accounted for 9.5% of the variance in

Fluid Intelligence.
-<^ ^

For the young adults, the predictions were the same as those ofthe

13-year-olds as the executive fimctions were expected to predict Fluid Intelligence

performance and Speed of Processing and Spatial Ability were expected to have a

little or no effect on Fluid Intelligence. The results for the young adults also did not

fully support the hypotheses. Working Memory was the only executive function to

significantly predict Fluid Intelligence and this relationship was found when Spatial

Ability was partialled out. As seen in Table 55, Working Memory accounted for

5.7% of the variance in Fluid Intelligence. When Working Memory was entered after

Spatial ability, it did not significantly affect Fluid Intelligence. Dual Attention and

Inhibition had no significant influence on Fluid Intelligence. With respect to Spatial

Ability, when it was entered on the first step, it accounted for 42% of the variance in

Fluid Intelligence (see Tables 55 through 57). As seen in Tables 25 through 27,

Speed of Perceptual Processing, accounted for 19% of the variance in Fluid

Intelligence. ...
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Table 40

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for 7-year-olds: Speed of

Perceptual Processing and Working Memory predicting Fluid Intelligence

N=46

Steps
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Table 43

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for T-year-olds: Spatial

Ability and Working Memory predicting Fluid Intelligence

N=46

Steps
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Table 46

Results of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 10-year-olds: Speed of Perceptual

Processing and Working Memory predicting Fluid Intelligence

N=46

Steps
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Table 49 ' ^

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for 10-year-olds: Spatial

Ability and Working Memory predicting Fluid Intelligence

N=46

Steps
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Table 52

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for 13-year-olds: Spatial

Ability and Working Memory predicting Fluid Intelligence

N=51

Steps
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Table 55

Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for Young Adults: Spatial

Ability and Working Memory predicting Fluid Intelligence

N=44

Steps
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Individual Group Analyses: Exploring Predictors of the Executive Functions-

Working Memory. Dual Attention and Inhibition .

•

The final set of exploratory analyses involved a direct examination ofthe

hypotheses discussed by Segalowitz et al. (1998). Our original hypotheses slightly

differed from those examined by Segalowitz et al. (1998). In our models, it was

predicted that Speed of Perceptual Processing and Spatial Ability would influence

each ofWorking Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition for both the Concrete

Thinkers and the Abstract Thinkers. The difference between the Concrete Thinkers

model and the Abstract Thinkers model was predicted to be based on three

relationships: (1) the relationship between the executive functions and the final

outcome measure of Fluid Intelligence; (2) the relationship between Speed of

Processing and Fluid Intelligence; and (3) the relationship between Spatial Ability

and Fluid Intelligence. In the models examined in this thesis, executive functions

were hypothesized to influence Fluid Intelligence for the Abstract Thinkers and

Speed of Processing and Spatial Ability were hypothesized to influence Fluid

Intelligence for the Concrete Thinkers. No difference between the Concrete Thinkers

model and the Abstract Thinkers model was predicted for the relationships between

Speed of Processing and the executive functions and Spatial Ability and the executive

functions. In the models, both Speed and Spatial Ability were hypothesized to

influence each of the executive functions for each age group.

This differs from the work by Segalowatz et al. (1998) because in their work,

the final outcome measure was an executive function. Working Memory, and Speed

of Processing was the predictor. However, according to Segalowitz et al. (1998),

Speed was only a significant predictor for younger children and did not predict

Working Memory in adolescents and young adults. Based on the logic of Segalowitz

et al.'s (1998) arguments, one should find that "non-executive functions," like Speed
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of Processing or Spatial Ability should influence executive functions (Working

Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition) for young children. This relationship should

not be as influential for adolescents and adults.

In our Concrete and Abstract Thinkers models, no age distinction was made

for the paths between Speed of Processing and the executive functions, nor for the

paths between Spatial Ability and executive function, as this was not the area of

interest. However, as unexpected relationships have been found in this thesis, it was

thought that the Speed of Processing and the executive functions and Spatial Ability

and the executive functions should also be examined. The multiple regression

analyses were conducted at each of the four age groups. In each of the analyses, one

ofWorking Memory, Dual Attention or Inhibition was the criterion variable and

either Speed of Processing or Spatial Ability was the predictor variable.

Tables 58 through 63 report the results for the 7-year-olds and show that

neither Speed of Processing nor Spatial Ability predict any of the executive functions.

This contradicts the results found by Segalowitz et al. (1998). For the 10-year-olds,

Segalowitz et al.'s (1998) results were partially supported as Speed of Processing was

found to predict one of the executive functions. As reported in Table 66, Speed of

Processing significantly predicted 20% of the variance in Inhibition. However, Speed

did not greatly influence Working Memory nor Dual Attention (see Table 64 and 65).

As well. Spatial Ability did not have an effect on any of the executive functions, as

seen in Tables 67 through 69.



«." ;
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Table 58

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 7-year-olds: Speed of Perceptual

Processing predicting Working Memory
N=46

fi R^ change F change df U

Speed J94 ^38 1.720 ^44 ^97

Table 59

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 7-year-olds: Speed of Perceptual

Processing predicting Dual Attention

N=46

^ R^ change F change df ji

Speed ^089 ^08 ^51 \M .557

Table 60

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 7-year-olds: Speed of Perceptual

Processing predicting Inhibition

N=46

Q. R^ change F change df g

Speed -.036 .001 ^58 \M Ju
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Table 61

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 7-year-olds: Spatial Ability

predicting Working Memory
N=46

ft R^ change F change df H

Spatial A47 ^22 ^72 M4 330~

Table 62

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 7-year-olds: Spatial Ability

predicting Dual Attention

N=46

fi.
R^ change F change df g

Spatial J30 ^17 760 \M ^88~

Table 63

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 7-year-olds: Spatial Ability

predicting Inhibition

N=46

^ R^ change F change df U

Spatial l59 ^25 1.143 1^4 .291
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Table 64

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 10-year-olds: Speed of

Perceptual Processing predicting Working Memory
N=46

fi.
R^ change F change df J2

Speed ^88 ^008 344 M4 ^60^

Table 65

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 10-year-olds: Speed of

Perceptual Processing predicting Dual Attention

N=46

Si R^ change F change df y U

Speed .187 .035 1.588 1,44 .214

Table 66

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 10-year-olds: Speed of

Perceptual Processing predicting Inhibition

N=46

fi.
R^ change F change df 12

Speed ^447 200 11.008 M4 ^002"
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Table 67

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 10-year-olds: Spatial Ability

predicting Working Memory
N=46
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The results for the 13-year-olds are reported in Tables 70 through 75. As

found by Segalowitz et al. (1998), Speed of Processing did not have an effect on any

of the executive functions, as seen in Tables 70, 71 and 72. Spatial Ability accounted

for approximately 8% of the variance in Dual Attention but had no significant

influence on Working Memory nor on Inhibition. The results for the young adults

support the findings of Segalowitz et al. (1998). As seen in Tables 76 through 81,

neither Speed of Processing nor Spatial Ability predicted any of the executive

functions for young adults.
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Table 70

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 13-year-olds: Speed of

Perceptual Processing predicting Working Memory
N=51

Q, R^ change F change df u

Speed -.137 .019 ^39 M9 337"

Table 71

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 13-year-olds: Speed of

Perceptual Processing predicting Dual Attention

N=51

fi.
R^ change F change df U

Speed ^025 W\ ^31 M9 ^860"

Table 72

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 13-year-olds: Speed of

Perceptual Processing predicting Inhibition

N=51

^ R^ change F change df J2

Speed J41 ^20 ^99 l~49 323"
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Table 73

Results ofthe Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 13-year-olds: Spatial Ability

predicting Working Memory
N=51

^ R^ change F change df p

Spatial -.011 .000 !006 M9 .939

Table 74

Results ofthe Hierarchical Regression for 13-year-olds: Spatial Ability predicting

Dual Attention

N=51

^ R^ change F change df p

Spatial -.278 .078 4.117 M9 ^48

Table 75

Results ofthe Hierarchical Regression Analysis for 13-year-olds: Spatial Ability

predicting Inhibition

N=51

Q. R^ change F change df u

Spatial J67 ^28 1399 M9 .243
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Table 76

Results of the Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Young Adults: Speed of

Perceptual Processing predicting Working Memory
N=44

ii R^ change F change df p

Speed -.056 .003 A32 M2 tTs"

Table 77

Results of the Hierarchical Regression for Young Adults: Speed of Perceptual

Processing predicting Dual Attention

N=44

Q. R^ change F change df u

Speed -.215 .046 2.036 1,42 .161

Table 78

Results of the Hierarchical Regression for Young Adults: Speed of Perceptual

Processing predicting Inhibition

N=44

Sl R^ change F change df ji

Speed AV7 ^014 ^88 M2 ^48"
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Table 79

Results of the Hierarchical Regression for Young Adults: Spatial Ability predicting

Working Memory
N=44

Q, R^ change F change df Jl

Spatial 119 ^48 2.118 M2 ^53

Table 80

Results of the Hierarchical Regression for Young Adults: Spatial Ability predicting

Dual Attention

N=44

Q. R^ change F change df U

Spatial -.130 .017 J22 M2 ^400

Table 81

Results of the Hierarchical Regression for Young Adults: Spatial Ability predicting

Inhibition

N=46

|i R^ change F change df j2

Spatial J24 oTs ^52 \A2 ^24
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Discussion

The two objectives of this thesis were (1) to test Fry and Hale's (1996) model

as a means to explain fluid intelligence performance through non-executive and

executive function tasks and; (2) to explore the development of fluid intelligence

performance at different ages. However, the hypotheses formed to explore these

objectives were not fully supported by this study, indicating that fluid intelligence

performance cannot be easily explained by the relationships with executive and

non-executive functions. Furthermore, the results indicated that developmental

relationships between executive functions and fluid intelligence and those between

non-executive functions and fluid intelligence cannot be easily defined at different

ages. Rather, unique relationships appeared at different ages. The findings will be

discussed in greater detail in the sections that follow.

Preliminary Analyses: Executive Function, Speed of Processing and Spatial Task

Performance across the Age Groups

An examination of the performance on the working memory, dual attention

and inhibition tasks at the 7-year-old, 10-year-old, 13-year-old and young adult age

groups showed that for each of these tasks, performance improved with increasing

age. This supports the literature on executive function development (e.g., Passler et

al. 1985; Becker et al. 1987; Levin et al. 1991; Welsh & Pennington, 1991). Though

this thesis did not utilize any physiological measures, the literature reports evidence

that executive function tasks are a reflection of the development of the fi-ontal lobes

(Case, 1992). Based on Case's hypothesis, our findings of improved executive

function task performance may be suggestive of firontal lobe development across

childhood, adolescence and adulthood, as seen by the physiological work conducted

by Thatcher et al. (1987). Thus, the tasks selected for the study were developmental
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tasks. Similar patterns for the speed of perceptual processing tasks were found as

performance also improved with age. This reflects the findings in the speed of

processing developmental literature, both in terms of performance developmental and

physiological development (Kail, 1988; Goldman-Rakic et al, 1997). Finally, the

performance results for Spatial Ability also concur with the literature (Woodcock &

Johnson, 1989), as there was a general improvement across the ages. If one assumes

that an improvement in task performance may be attributed in part to physiological

development of the right parietal lobes, our findings support the physiological

development patterns observed by Thatcher et al. (1987).

Fry and Hale (1996^ Model- The Effects of Speed of Perceptual Processing, Working

Memory/Dual Attention/Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence

According to the developmental cascade path analysis model, age-related

increases in sp^ed of processing lead to increases in working memory performance

which leads to increases in fluid intelligence performance. Our findings, using

measures testing the same cognitive processes discussed by Fry and Hale, did not

support this model. Furthermore, testing this model with other cognitive processes

did not support the pattern of development. Thus, neither Speed of Perceptual

Processing nor Spatial Ability, together with either Working Memory, Dual Attention

or Inhibition followed the cascade pattern of development. In addition, our findings

contradicted those of Fry and Hale's, in that we found that Speed of Processing had a

direct effect on Fluid Intelligence in a model including Working Memory.

This discrepancy between our findings and those of Fry and Hale (1996) may

be due to the tasks selected to test the model. For example, the Fry and Hale model

used working ipemory tasks that consisted of digit memory tasks and spatial memory

tasks. The presence of the working memory tasks with a spatial component may
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explain why these researchers found a relationship between working memory and

fluid intelligence. As previously mentioned. Raven's Progressive Matrices (the fluid

intelligence measure) also has a spatial component because the task required

participants to perceive abstract patterns. Perhaps the significant path from Working

Memory to Raven's found by Fry and Hale (1996) was due to a correlation between

the two tasks. If this were the case, more of the variance in the Raven task would be

accounted for by the working memory measure than by the speed of processing

measure, which may be why Speed of Processing did not have a direct effect on the

fluid intelligence measure independent of their working memory measure.

In contrast, our path analytic models found that Speed of Processing had a

direct effect on Fluid Intelligence independent of each of the executive functions

(Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition). This is surprising because it was

hypothesized that performance on executive functions, such as Working Memory,

Dual Attention or Inhibition should also have an effect on the performance of Fluid

Intelligence. As well, it was expected that the executive functions would partially

mediate the effects of Speed of Processing on Fluid Intelligence.

A possible explanation for the finding that Working Memory, Dual Attention

or Inhibition did not have an effect on Fluid Intelligence in our models may be due to

the nature of the executive fimction measures used in this study. Executive function

tasks are not process pure, that is, they have modality specific task requirements .

Though the purpose of this thesis was based on the abstract (modality fi-ee) aspects of

either Working Memory, Dual Attention or Inhibition, it may be difficult to avoid

modality components when selecting appropriate tasks. For example, Baddeley

(1996) suggested that there is a phonological component and a spatial component to

Working Memory. Perhaps there are also different types of Inhibition or Dual

Attention. It may be that the measures selected in this study only examined particular
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components or modalities of each executive function processes. The Sternberg Item

Recognition Task may be actually measuring a letter recognition or phonological

aspect of working memory. The Dual attention tone task may be measuring attention

based on a visual and auditory component. The Stroop inhibition task may be

measuring the ability to suppress a verbal response. These cognitive components

may not be related to the abstract reasoning measured by the Raven's Fluid

Intelligence task, providing an explanation for the non significant predictors.

Instead, the models suggest that Speed of Processing has an effect on Fluid

Intelligence performance, supporting Knorr and Neubauer's (1996) statement that

"faster is smarter." Moreover, in Kail and Salthouse's (1994) model, they discussed

both a direct relationship between speed of processing and complex cognitive

functioning, as well as a relationship mediated by working memory. As the only

relationship found in our model was the direct one between Speed of Processing and

complex functioning (Fluid Intelligence), our results partially support the Kail and

Salthouse model.

Fry and Hale Model- The Effects of Spatial Ability, Working Memory/Dual

Attention/Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence

For the path models using Spatial Ability instead of Speed of Processing, the

data did not fit the proposed models. As a result, the paths could not be interpreted.

This may suggest that the simultaneous examination ofAge Group, Spatial Ability,

each of the executive functions and Fluid Intelligence does not provide meaningful

information in regard to the proposed model. It is difficult to determine whether the

data did not support the model due to problems with the variables selected or due to a

small sample size. There may have been significant error variance associated with

the variables that affected the fit of the model.
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Exploratory Analyses- Fry and Hale Model

In the exploration of data, multiple regression analyses were performed to

examine the individual proportions of variance in fluid intelligence accounted for by

each of the variables. In one set of analyses, the effects of Age Group and Speed of

Processing were partialled from the executive function variables. In the second set of

analyses, the effects ofAge Group and Spatial Ability were partialled. Similar to our

findings for the Fry and Hale path models, none of Working Memory, Dual Attention

or Inhibition were significant predictors of Fluid Intelligence. However, when the

order in which variables were entered in the regression analyses was changed, it is

interesting to note that Inhibition became a significant predictor of Fluid Intelligence,

albeit a very weak predictor (accounting for .8% of the variance) when it was entered

on the second step, following Age Group but prior to Speed ofProcessing (see Table

33). Thus, in this analysis, Age Group was partialled from Inhibition and Fluid

Intelligence. This suggests that some variance is shared by Inhibition and Speed of

Processing.

It may be that the influence of Inhibition was not readily detected in the Fry

and Hale model used in this study because all ages were considered together in the

model. Perhaps the effects of the cognitive relationships at the different ages

overshadowed any significant results. Only variables accounting for very high

proportions of variance could be detected in a model including all age groups.

Though it will be discussed later on, the influence of Inhibition was significant in the

analyses conducted on the 13-year-old group. For this group, the influence of

Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence ranged from 1 1% to 9.5%, depending on when it was

entered in the analysis. This suggests that cognitive functions have different

influences at different ages. A relatively weak effect may be undetected due to the

presence of other, stronger relationships that may be present at other ages. The fact
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that the influence of Inhibition was present for the 13-year-olds but not detected in

the Fry and Hale model used in this study, reveals that relationship patterns vary

depending on the age, and therefore, the development of the participants. This

supports the notion that cognitive relationships should be considered at different ages.

The influences of Speed of Processing and Spatial Ability were also

examined and both processes were found to be significant predictors of Fluid

Intelligence, accounting for approximately 4% and 6%, respectively, of the

proportion of variance in Fluid Intelligence. Spatial Ability may have accounted for a

higher proportion of variance because of the fact that the fluid intelligence task.

Raven's Progressive Matrices, has a spatial component. However, both Speed of

Perceptual Processing and Spatial Ability, when the effects of age were partialled out,

still accounted for low proportions of variance in Fluid Intelligence. The remaining

variance was not explained by Working Memory, Dual Attention, or Inhibition. This

suggests that the remaining variance in Fluid Intelligence may be accounted for by

error or by other factors, besides the complex and non-complex processes included in

this study.

Developmental Models: Concrete Thinkers and Abstract Thinkers

The premise behind the developmental model was to examine whether the

relationships described in the Fry and Hale (1996) models varied at middle childhood

and at the later years, namely at adolescence and young adulthood. It was expected

that executive functions, that is. Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition

would be more developed at adolescence and older ages so that these functions would

have much more influence on fluid intelligence than more general or non-executive

functions.
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The model results for the Concrete Thinkers (7- and 10-year-old children) and

the Abstract Thinkers (13-year-old adolescents and young adults) did not support the

hypotheses, as there were no significant differences between the two models. A

general summary ofthe results is as follows: for both the Concrete Thinkers and the

Abstract Thinkers, neither Working Memory, Dual Attention nor Inhibition had a

significant influence on Fluid Intelligence performance. Furthermore, Speed of

Perceptual Processing did not influence performance on Working Memory, Dual

Attention and Inhibition. Spatial Ability also did not influence executive function

performance except for its influence on Dual Attention performance in the Abstract

Thinkers model. Finally, though Speed of Perceptual Processing and Spatial Ability

were expected to influence Fluid Intelligence performance in only the Concrete

Thinkers model, these cognitive functions also influenced Fluid Intelligence in the

Abstract Thinkers model. ^

As similar results were obtained in both models, the models suggest that there

do not appear to be any differences between the ways in which children's,

adolescents' and adults' performance on these cognitive tasks affect performance on

a fluid intelligence task. This is contrary to the argument proposed by Segalowitz et

al. (1998), where performance on an executive function, such as working memory,

was predicted by performance on speed of processing tasks for younger children but

not for adolescents and young adults.

Abstract Thinkers

There has been research in the literature to indicate that executive function

performance is related to fluid intelligence performance, particularly in adult groups.

For example, research by Duncan, Emslie, Williams, Johnson and Freer (1996),

using adult samples, has shown a positive correlation between goal neglect and
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inhibitory-type executive function tasks and a fluid intelligence measure (Culture Fair

test). As well, the physiological research by Prabhakaran et al. (1997) has shown that

fluid intelligence tasks, such as the Matrices task, utilize the same cortical structures,

namely the prefrontal cortex, as executive functions, like working memory.

According to Prabhakaran et al. (1991), the comparison of cortical structures is based

on their experimental findings on the fluid intelligence measure compared with

working memory results found in the literature.

Other research has shown that adolescents have performance levels similar to

those of adults on measures of executive function (Passler et al., 1985; Becker et al.,

1987; Levin et al., 1991 and Welsh & Pennington, 1991). There has also been

evidence that there is a physiological growth spurt in the frontal lobe connections

during these ages, which may contribute to the improved performance on executive

function tasks (Thatcher, 1991, 1994, 1998; Thatcher et al, 1987). As a result, on

would expect that adolescents' executive function performance would be related to

Fluid Intelligence.

In this study, the results from the adolescents and young adults performance

on the executive function measures revealed no significant performance differences

between these two groups. This suggests that adolescent and young adult

performance is very similar and corroborates the behavioural findings in the

literature.

In light of this evidence, it appears surprising that the Abstract Model did not

support the hypotheses. Two possible reasons for the negative findings may by that

the Fluid Intelligence - Executive Function relationships found in the literature may

not be generalized to other measures of executive functions. As well, the positive

results found with the adults groups in the literature may not have been evident in our

study, when adolescents were included. Though it will be discussed in more detail
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below, it appears that adolescents and adults differ in the ways in which cognitive

performance on executive and non-executive functions are associated with fluid

intelligence performance.

It has been discussed that results may be dependent on the types of measures

used. For example, Duncan et al. (1996) found a relationship between Inhibition and

Fluid Intelligence using an executive function task in which the participants had to

inhibit a response to look in a particular direction. The fluid intelligence task used by

Duncan and colleagues was similar to the abstract reasoning task used in the present

study. In our study, the inhibition task required participants to inhibit a reading

response. Perhaps the different inhibitory responses had different effects on Fluid

Intelligence, particularly when the effects of Fluid Intelligence are measured across a

large age span. If this is the case. Fluid Intelligence may be interpreted as a complex

function that utilizes only particular aspects of other cognitive processes depending

on particular stages in development.

As results seem to be dependent on the chosen measures of the executive

functions, there does not appear to be consistency within the field of executive

function research. This raises the issue that it is difficult to discuss a common

cognitive construct of Working Memory, Inhibition or Dual Attention. Tasks

designed to measure each executive function may be measuring different elements of

the function. If this were indeed the case, then the discrepancy between the findings

of this study and the results in the literature may be due to the fact that the tasks used

in the study are measuring different aspects of the executive function, as well as

commonalties. Not all aspects may be related to fluid intelligence. This issue also

will be addressed in more detail below.
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Exploratory Analyses .

Abstract Thinkers: 13-year-old Adolescents and Young Adults

Though the relationships between executive functions and fluid intelligence

are complicated by the types of tasks used to measure the constructs, the relationship

issue is further complicated by varying associations between cognitive performance

at different ages. As discussed, Duncan et al. (1996) found a relationship between

Inhibition and Fluid Intelligence using a sample of only adult participants. Fry and

Hale (1996) found a relationships between Working Memory and Fluid Intelligence

using a sample of people across an age range from 7- to 19-years. In this thesis,

through the Abstract Thinkers model, no relationships were found in a sample

combining 13-year-olds and young adults. However, it was shown that when the

relationships were examined at the separate age groups. Inhibition was a significant

predictor of Fluid Intelligence for the 13-year-old sample. This was a significant

predictor regardless of the presence of Speed of Processing or Spatial Ability and

regardless of whether it was entered in the analysis after Speed of Processing or

Spatial Ability. As well, for this age group, inhibitory control may be a more

important individual difference than the other executive functions.

For this group of 13-year-old adolescents, it appears that a higher order

function of Inhibition is related to performance on the Raven's Progressive Matrices

fluid intelligence measure. Duncan and colleagues (1996) suggest that an

inhibition-type task utilizes certain cognitive functions that are also used in a fluid

intelligence test like Raven's. For instance, in an inhibition task, one must maintain a

goal in mind, that is, to respond to a certain condition and not to another condition.

In order to keep this goal in mind, concurrent requirements must be met. In an

inhibition task, like the Stroop task, the concurrent requirement may be that one has

to read out loud, as quickly as possible, the name of the colours that the words are
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printed in, while keeping in mind the need to suppress reading the printed word.

According to Duncan et al. (1996), the role of goal setting and concurrent

requirements are cognitive functions that are also part of the fluid intelligence test.

They reason that in a matrices style test, like Raven's, one must keep in mind the goal

to complete the pattern and in order to complete the pattern, one must keep track of

various pattern attributes that must be met in order to solve the problem. The correct

pattern has to be selected, while inhibiting the wrong response. As a result, for this

13-year-old group, the cognitive characteristics that are useful in an inhibition task

seem to be the characteristics this group needs in order to perform a fluid intelligence

task.

Though Inhibition was related to Fluid Intelligence in the 13-year-old group,

the relationship was not found for this sample of young adults. The discrepancy is

surprising in light of the fact that there was no difference in Inhibition performance

between the 13-year-old adolescents and the young adults. One would expect a

relationship at both age groups. This is evidence that cognitive relationships do not

always follow straightforward patterns across age groups.

For young adults. Working Memory was a significant predictor of Fluid

Intelligence only when Spatial Ability was first partialled. In this condition, the

Working Memory component measured by the Sternberg task is similar to the

Working Memory component used in the Raven's task, when spatial ability has been

controlled. This suggests that the cognitive processes required to keep a series of

letters "on line" in memory may also be used to evaluate and keep on line the

characteristics of a series of patterns required to solve the fluid intelligence task.

However, due to the fact that Working Memory was found to be influential in the

adults only under a particular condition, that is, when Spatial Ability was partialled,

one must be cautious in interpreting the effect that this process has on predicting
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Fluid Intelligence. For young adults, there is still the possibility that other cognitive

processes have a role in predicting fluid intelligence performance.

This thesis has shown evidence that certain types of executive function

performance can predict fluid intelligence performance at adolescence and young

adulthood. This may indicate that there is a maturity of Inhibition and Working

Memory processes at these ages, as suggested by the developmental research. Based

on this hypothesis, improved performance on Inhibition and Working Memory

functions influences or improves performance on Fluid Intelligence. However, the

fact that the effect of these executive functions is not evident at both age groups has

to be clarified. As the findings have shown that performance on the executive

functions improves from adolescence to adulthood, it can be assumed that Inhibition

still has an effect on Fluid Intelligence at adulthood but this effect may be "masked"

by other cognitive functions that play a more influential role in predicting fluid

intelligence performance. In fact, the individual group analyses show that for the

young adults. Speed of Processing and Spatial Ability were better predictors of Fluid

Intelligence and these cognitive processes may over-ride the effects of other

functions. This will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent section.

With regard to Working Memory, this function may have more influence at

adulthood but other factors may have an influence on Fluid Intelligence performance

for 13-year-old adolescents. In this instance, there is not clear support for the

maturation ofWorking Memory functions at adolescence. Furthermore, as Dual

Attention had no effect on Fluid Intelligence at adolescence and adulthood, the

maturation hypothesis is also not supported for this cognitive process.
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Concrete Thinkers: 7- and 10-year old children

In this study, there was no evidence that executive function performance has

any influence on Fluid Intelligence in the Concrete Thinkers model. This was

further supported even when analyses were conducted separately for the sample of

7-and 10-year-old children. Certain conclusions may be interpreted from the

findings. Similar to the findings for adolescents and young adults. Dual Attention did

not influence Fluid Intelligence for the 7-year-old group and the 10-year-old group.

Perhaps the cognitive aspect of Dual Attention, that is, monitoring information and

performing two types ofmental activities simultaneously, is a process that is not

highly activated in Fluid Intelligence. As a result, it was not a significant function at

any age group.

Performance on Inhibition and Working Memory tasks, though evident at the

older ages, had no influence on Raven's at the young ages. Based on the maturation

of cognitive performance, these results may indicate that performance levels on

Inhibition and Working Memory tasks is not yet sufficient to predict performance on

Fluid Intelligence for 7-year-olds and 10-year-olds.

Speed of Processing, Spatial Ability and Fluid Intelligence Across the Ages

The results of this thesis indicate that the influence of executive function

performance on fluid intelligence performance is limited to a measure of Inhibition

for only the group of 13-year-olds and a measure of Working Memory for the young

adults. As other cognitive functions influence fluid intelligence performance, the role

of Speed of Processing and Spatial Ability will be discussed next.

There are many studies within the literature that support the notion that better

performance in Speed of Processing is related to improvement in Fluid Intelligence

(Kail & Salthouse 1994; Kail, 1991; Bors and Forrin, 1995). Various aspects of our
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findings support the literature. For example, for both Concrete Thinkers and Abstract

Thinkers there was a significant path from Speed of Processing to Fluid Intelligence.

However, as noted in the previous sections, this general relationship changed

somewhat when individual age groups were examined. Notably, Speed of

F*rocessing was a significant predictor of Fluid Intelligence for the 10-year-old group

and the young adults. This relationship was not found for the 7-year-old group nor

the 13-year-old group. This contradicts the hypothesis which predicted that Speed of

Processing should only influence Fluid Intelligence in Concrete Thinkers, that is,

7-year-olds and 10-year-olds.

The results indicate that there are no systematic patterns across different ages

for cognitive relationships involving Speed of Processing. However, Kail (1988) also

found unsystematic results in a study examining, amongst other relationships, speed

performance and a matrices task similar to Raven's. This study tested individuals

ages 8 to 22 years. In Kail's study (1988) he recorded the time to perform the fluid

intelligence test and found that adolescents were the fastest, followed by the young

adults then the children. He commented that though his inconsistent results seem to

indicate that speed is not a general predictor for matrices performance, his results did

not replicate other findings of decreasing reaction time from childhood, to

adolescence to young adulthood in solving fluid intelligence problems. Kail (1988)

reasoned that the failure to replicate may be due to experimental procedures.

Though our Speed-Fluid Intelligence relationships did not reveal the same

"unsystematic" patterns as Kail's (1988), it may not be wise to dismiss both findings

as problems in experimental procedures or design. It appears that different cognitive

functions mature at different ages, accounting for the various cognitive relationships

that were found in this thesis. Based on our results, 7-year-old children have not

achieved significant performance ability on speed tasks in order to influence
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perfomiance on Fluid Intelligence. Seven year-olds may rely on other cognitive

functions, such as Spatial Ability.

Similarly, for 13-year-old adolescents. Speed of Processing does not

influence Fluid Intelligence. However, previous results show that the 13-year-old

group has greater improved Speed performance than the 7-year-old group, so one

cannot assume that the non significant relationship is due to a lesser ability in Speed

of Processing. Rather, it is suggested that at this age, other cognitive abilities, such as

Inhibition, have a greater effect on Fluid Intelligence. At this stage, it may be

assumed that, based on the age groups examined in this thesis, a maturation in this

executive function has begun to appear and this influences Fluid Intelligence.

The fact that, for the 10-year-old group. Speed of Processing had a significant

effect on Fluid Intelligence but the executive functions had a non significant effect

may be interpreted that at this age, the maturity of the Speed of Processing ability

may be more "important" than the executive functions. This is a possibility that was

discussed by Kail (1988) as his results indicated that there are different ages for speed

maturation.

There is an interesting pattern in the Speed- Fluid Intelligence relationship as

the Speed function was not significant for the 13-year-old adolescents, yet it was

significant for the young adults. As mentioned, at 13 years, the Inhibition function

appears to be utilized in Fluid Intelligence. It does not seem logical that this function

would disappear between the ages of 13 and 18-22-years. A possibility may be that

adults are more sophisticated in solving fluid intelligence performance tasks than

13-year-olds. Young adults may be more efficient in processing information and may

utilize strategies that incorporate a variety of cognitive functions. Speed of

processing is a measure ofhow quickly one can process information efficiently and
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perhaps this capabiHty is more influential than other cognitive processes in

determining individual differences.

The final cognitive function examined was Spatial Ability. Though it was

hypothesized that Spatial Ability would significantly influence Fluid Intelligence in

the Concrete Thinkers model, the paths were significant in both models.

Furthermore, Spatial Ability was a significant predictor of Fluid Intelligence at all

four age groups. This indicates that Raven's, as a measure of fluid intelligence, relies

heavily on spatial skills. As this test requires one to examine a series of figures in a

systematic fashion and detect any patterns or inconsistencies amongst any of the

figures, a spatial ability component is necessary to solve each matrix. In fact.

Woodcock and Johnson (1989) noted that in the test of Spatial Relations, very

complex figures require an ability to use abstract reasoning, which is related to Fluid

Intelligence.
^

This relationship appears to be task dependent. While Spatial Ability seems

to be an important fimction influencing performance on Raven's Progressive

Matrices, it may not be a function required in other tests of fluid intelligence, such as

word problems requiring logical reasoning.

Speed of Perceptual Processing and Spatial Ability as Predictors of Executive

Functions

An important distinction made between the models in this thesis and the

relationships explored by Segalowitz et al. (1998) was that the final outcome

measures differed. In this study, the outcome measure in question was fluid

intelligence, not the executive ftmctions. Thus, the developmental relationships

between Abstract Thinkers and Concrete Thinkers was based on the fluid intelligence
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measure. As a result, there were no distinctions made between age groups for the

relationships between Speed or Spatial Ability and executive functions.

Regardless, the models did not fully support the predicted relationships

between Speed of Processing and the executive functions and Spatial Ability and the

executive functions. The only significant relationship was one between Spatial

Ability and Dual Attention in the Abstract Thinkers model. However, when this

relationship was explored at the individual age groups, it was found that it only

existed for the 13-year-olds. Thus, it appeared that the effect of Spatial Ability on

Dual Attention was strong enough to appear in the Abstract Thinkers Model, when

both 13-year-old adolescents and adults were included. This suggests that only at the

13-year-old group, the cognitive demands for the spatial tasks are similar to the

demands of the dual attention task and not for the tasks measuring working memory

and inhibition. Both the spatial and dual attention tasks require the integration of

information. For the spatial task, visual information must be integrated to detect

patterns. For the dual attention task, auditory and visual information must be

integrated so that the appropriate task selections can be made. Perhaps at this age

group, the similarity between the constructs used for the two types of tasks is more

evident.

Also in these sets of analyses, it was found that Speed of Processing had a

significant effect on Inhibition for the 10-year-old children. Thus, it appears that for

10-year-olds, the ability to process information quickly has an effect on how well one

can inhibit an incorrect verbal response. There does not seem to be, however, a

consistent pattern for the types of executive functions that are influenced by Speed of

Processing or Spatial Ability, regardless ofthe age group. This seems to indicate that

the developmental relationships are more complex than relationships suggested by

the age divisions defined by Concert Thinkers and Abstract Thinkers.
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Summary

The findings of this thesis indicate that the relationships defined through the

Fry and Hale (1996) and Developmental Models may be too simplistic. Different

types of cognitive functions are influential at different ages. This thesis attempted to

show the significance of executive functions at adolescence and young adulthood,

and it became apparent that Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition, though

"complex, high-order functions," were very distinct. These three functions may all

utilize the prefrontal cortex (Manoach et al., 1997; Posner & Boies, 1971; Vendrell et

al., 1994) but they influence performance on Fluid Intelligence, another frontal

function, in different ways. In this thesis, it was found that Inhibition was an

executive function that influenced Fluid Intelligence only in the 13-year-old group.

Working Memory influenced Fluid Intelligence under certain circumstances for the

young adult group. There was no influence of either Working Memory, Dual

Attention and Inhibition on Fluid Intelligence at the younger ages.

Though there was no support for the Fry and Hale (1996) cascade pattern of

development, there was support for the direct path from Speed of Processing to Fluid

Intelligence. Exploratory analyses showed that this influence varied at different ages

with Speed of Processing influencing Fluid Intelligence performance for 10-year-old

children and young adults and having no significant influence at 7- or 13-years.

Furthermore, Spatial Ability appeared to be the most influential function on Fluid

Intelligence as it had a significant effect at all ages.

As noted, the fact that Spatial Ability was a significant predictor of Fluid

Intelligence at all ages indicates that Raven's Progressive Matrices relied on spatial

skills. As Raven's was the only measure used to assess Fluid Intelligence

performance, it is clearly related to the construct within the spatial modality and may

not reflect aspects of fluid intelligence present in other modalities.
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Limitations and Extensions

Various limitations to this study have been alluded to in the previous sections.

There were certain issues regarding the tasks used to measure the various cognitive

functions. This thesis further supported the claims in the literature that it is difficult

to define the construct of "Executive Function." In the literature, the tenn is used to

generally refer to all complex, high order functions. In particular, these functions are

thought to shaiQ common characteristics because all utilize the same cortical

structures, that is, all utilize the prefi^ontal cortex (Eslinger, 1996). Though the

functions may share an element of complexity and a physiological component, this

does not necessarily mean that they will be correlated, as seen through the findings of

non-significant correlations among Working Memory, Dual Attention and Inhibition.

The findings of this thesis raise two issues: (1) the difficulty of relating

behavioural measures to physiological measures and, (2) the difficulty in defining

task constructs. Though much research in the field of developmental

neuropsychology uses performance on behavioural measures as an index of

physiological functioning, there is not a perfect correspondence between the two

types of measures. There is much variability in behavioural measures, as seen by the

reported standard errors for the mean performance on the Working Memory, Dual

Attention and Inhibition measures (see Figures 10, 1 1,12). Performance on

behavioural measures may also reflect other factors such as varied test conditions,

fatigue or different strategies in performing the task. One way to improve research in

this area would be to ensure very well-controlled testing conditions and to combine

behavioural measures with physiological measures. This would allow one to better

relate cognitive functions with physiological structures and better define cognitive

and physiological changes over the ages.
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An examination of the tasks used to measure the various cognitive constructs

in this thesis also reveals certain limitations concerning construct validity. For this

thesis, the tasks measuring Speed of Processing, Spatial Ability, Working Memory,

Dual Attention, Inhibition and Fluid Intelligence all have clinical or experimental

construct validity. However, there may be variations within a defined construct. For

example, in considering the construct of"Working Memory," the Sternberg Item

Recognition Task has been used in numerous working memory experiments (e.g.

Kail, 1988; Manoach et al., 1997); however, in these experiments sets of digits

instead of letters were used. In this study, letters were used and perhaps the

difference between letter and digit recognition may affect the relationships with other

cognitive measures. As noted, it is interesting that the "Working Memory" measures

used by Fry and Hale (1996) consisted of a digit memory tasks and a spatial memory

task. It appears that there are numerous ways to measure "Working memory" and

different findings may result depending on the type of measure used Similar logic

may be applied to the various tasks used to measure Dual Attention and Inhibition.

This suggests that it may be difficult to define a general construct of Working

Memory, Dual Attention or Inhibition. This is an on-going issue within the field and

it may be necessary for researchers to more clearly define the constructs to be

studied.

Though clearly defining tasks to measure cognitive constructs is important to

clarify the meaning of cognitive functions, one must also consider that performance

on these tasks may vary with age. As seen through this thesis, there are many

unsystematic cognitive performance patterns across the ages. For instance, in

attempting to form a Speed of Processing construct, it was found that there were

different relationships amongst the four speed measures across the age groups of 7-
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and 10-year-old children, 13-year old adolescents and young adults. This result

illustrates the complexity of examining cognitive relationships across a range of ages.

In this thesis, it was decided that large numbers of children, adolescents and

young adults would be studied in order to get a cross section overview of cognitive

relationships at particular points in development, that is, middle childhood (7-

10-years), adolescence (13-years) and post adolescence (18- to 22-years). Though

there were large numbers of participants at each age group, there were large gaps

between age groups where the cognitive patterns were unknown. These large age

gaps may have been the reason there were difficulties with the age divisions used for

each of the Concrete Thinkers and the Abstract Thinkers. As noted in the exploratory

results, there were different cognitive relationships found between the 7- and 10-year

old "Concrete Thinkers" and the 13-year old and young adult "Abstract Thinkers."

Perhaps if the individual age groups were closer in age, there would not have been a

great discrepancy between the relationships. With this limitation in mind, a

possibility may be to test numerous people at consecutive ages so that groupings may

be made with individuals who are closer in age. As well, if data are collected on a

much larger sample than the 187 participants used for this study, path analyses could

be explored more fully.

Another limitation of this study is in regard to whether results can be

generalized to other populations. The participants who volunteered for the study

were mainly White, middle-class individuals. Furthermore, the young adults

participants were university students. However, given that there is no current theory

hypothesizing different structural relations among the constructs for different culture

groups, we have no inmiediate reason for limiting our generalization.

A limitation also to consider is that this study utilized a cross-sectional design

to examine cognitive processes at different ages. Time constraints meant that this
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was the best design to use. However, longitudinal data would provide a better means

to understand any cognitive changes occurring at different ages.

Implications j i,

This thesis contributed to the understanding of the various determinants of

Fluid Intelligence. It demonstrated that the popular cascade model whereby Speed of

Processing influences Working Memory which influences Fluid Intelligence may be

too simplistic to explain cognitive relationships. As Speed has different effects on

Fluid Intelligence based on age, this research suggests that Speed of Processing may

not be the sole "driving force" for cognitive functions. This has implications for

further study in the area. Relationships appear to be unique at particular stages or

ages in development. As well, relationships between complex, general and

non-complex cognitive functions seem to be dependent on specific properties of the

tasks used to measure them. These findings may help define the ways in which

f\irther research is conducted.

As well, this thesis has implications for educators, particularly those involved

in educating children and adolescents. The finding that different cognitive functions

affect fluid intelligence at different ages supports the notion that there are various

learning styles at different ages. Understanding the distinct cognitive styles can

influence teaching and learning limitations and expectations. For instance, based on

our findings for 7-year-old children, neither speed of processing nor executive

functions performance appear to be related to fluid intelligence. At this age, children

are still young cognitive developers. It may be more beneficial for teachers to keep in

mind that children at this age vary in their utilization of different cognitive processes,

like speed, spatial and executive functions when performing classroom activities that

require fluid intelligence.
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At 10-years, Speed of Processing appears to be an important cognitive

function for fluid intelligence performance. Since speeded processes are more

developed at this age, it may be more appropriate to use timed tasks and tests in

classroom lessons that use analytical reasoning.

At 13-years, the use of Inhibition is evident, indicating that more sophisticated

cognitive functions are used to deal v^th abstract, novel problems. This also suggests

that there may be a minimum level of inhibitory control that is needed for abstract

thought. The finding supports the idea that adolescence is an appropriate time to

introduce more complex problems that require reasoning and abstract thinking.

Finally, the results of this thesis found that Spatial Ability was a significant

predictor of Fluid Intelligence. Though the usefulness of practice on spatial ability

tasks was not evaluated in this study, this may be an area of interest for educators.

Perhaps activities providing practice on spatial ability may improve children's and

adolescents' fluid intelligence performance.

This investigation on the nature of cognitive relationships has revealed many

elaborate findings that are made more complex by the fact that the characteristics of

these relationships vary across the ages. Furthermore, this study suggests that

cognitive relationships are sensitive to the types of tasks selected to measure them.

The findings from this thesis certainly warrant the need for fxirther research in the

area of cognitive relationships and development.
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Appendix A: Information for Adult Participants

-Telephone Screening Questionnaire

-Study Consent Form and Feedback Sheet





Screening Questionnaire

Date "0

—
' Fa; a?

Date of Birth

I niversity .Major • ^•e\tfj0|:.

This is a questionnaire to gather some information on your cognitive

condition.
. rsi^rc . >

,

Please answer ^ ES O) or NO (N) or Don't Know (D) to the

follow ing questions.
.U If.

1. Have you ever been diagnosed by a professional (doctor, ^'

psychologist, School Board diagnostician) as having a problem with

any of the following? iiy .. i , .{
. ; : ,. ^,^

A) Reading Disabilitv
'

' ^

B) Learning Problem

C) Depression ' >'

D) Delayed Speech

E) Stuttering

F) Other Speech Impairments

G) Attention Deficit Disorder or Hyperactivity _

2. Have you ever experienced a head injury ?

If \ es, were you unconscious at the time?

If yes, for how long approximately?

\\ ere you hospitalized at the time for the injur\?

>in»e>





uepartment of Psychology, Brock University
Participant Consent Form

Executive Function Development

RESE.-VRCHERS: Mary-Claire Ferlisi, Karen Baker and Professor Sidney Segalowitz

'TTT .. . .. (°^™^ o(p^n\cip^nt-pieaseprini), understand that thisstudv ,n which I have agreed to participate will involve an examination of cognitive
processes. These processes include working memory, mhibition, attention, speed of
processing, and spatial processing. Prior to testing, I understand that I will be asked toanswer a few screening ^ves" or "no^ questions regarding my present cognitive condition.
I understand that this study will require me to perform a series of paper/pencil taskscomputer tests. The total testing time will take approximately 2 1/2 hours and will take
place in a quiet room in the psychology department
The researcher/(s) wiU be present during the testing time. I wUl be given 21/2 hours credit
for my participation if appropriate.
I understand that my participation in this study is voluntarv and that I mav withdraw atany time and for any reason without penalty. I understand that there is no obliaation to
complete any aspect of this study that I consider invasive.
I understand that all personal data will be kept strictly confidential and that all information
will be coded so that my name is not associated with my answers. I understand that only
the researchers named above will have access to the data.

PARTICIP.\NT SIGNATL-RE
DATE -

If you have any questions or concerns about your participation in the studv, vou can
contact Mar>-Claire Ferlisi or Dr. Sid Segalowitz at Brock Universir%, Psvcholoa>
Department (905) 688-5550, eit. 3542. or Karen Baker at the Universitv of Watedoo
Psychology Department (5l9) 888-4567, ext. 2043.

You will be provided a summary after the study. Results of this studv will be available
during the month of May, 1999.

Thank you for your help.

I have fully explained the procedures of this study to the above volunteer.

Researcher Signature Dat^
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_ '
,

Executive Function Development
'. Researchers: Karen Baker. Marv-Claire Ferlis,. Professor S.dney Segalow.tz.

•^,i-:- Feedback

stimuli and spatial judgments) The hieher ord^f'f;!,,
^ ^ percepnon of simple

the bram wh.le thei.m^er PrL^Istfals°ot edS^^o^r^^^
'°'^ °^

ac^nv.t.es mvolve what are called ^-e.ecut.ve fi.ct.ons", the s^^rac^^fes^^t^rerut^ve

indxa.Jbv aratr'dv'',"""^''
^"'""^ ^'^°" ' P""^™ of late maturation, which will be

...eto^ri^rr;-^
ave reached adults levels of fiinctioning on the vanous tasks As .!^ are 1 s" i in "oupejton^ances only, we will not be reporting mdiv.dual scores in our research A Ivo^^'^mtormanon will remain confidential.

"ui rcsearcn. au your

^'^h^'-'^^Pro^'ded you a briefexplanationofthe tasks you have just completed Ifvnn

U .v's^ Rs hT'' n-
'"' ^" '° ^°"'^" ^ ''' SegaloJtz orMai-ClS ,si B ock

o^wJtlL? u°.^
Department (905) 688-5550 ext. 3542 or Karen Baker at the Univer S

ol^^in,
' ""-"^^'P"^""' (5 19)888-4567 ext. 2043. Thank vou for your

^





TASKS: ^'^^

Simple Executive Function Tasks -

the screen has cleared, a lene
"

.Uppe'a^Tn^es"^^^^^ 'T' '" ' ''^ ^^=°"^^- '^-
the letter was in the target set previouslv^howT^ Hwt P^'^'P^^t must decide whether
'YBS- if it was part o4e set orTLy mLLT"NO • t-^T

'"^"' "^^ ^""^^2 a key marked
t^un^ber of letters show. . each tar^sT^vi^^.^;; fj^Ttt^rs' C,°^^^

'^•- ^^

^s^^'^^:;!::::::::::!^^:^^ -^ -^-« -^ p-c.pan. to read
ne« part of the task requires the panicipam 'to na^et^e co^f" V^'"^'r

'" '^'^°'" °''^"- '^^
red. blue or green. TTie final pan ofthe^k conS^ ofT T

°^' '"' °^^'^- "^^ =°'°"" ^re

pnnted in a confl.ct.ng colour For exaL^e ^w^d™- Z°"^-
^'''' "'"^ ^'^ ^"°)-

n,e paniopant will be required to na^ScoIoI^
''^ "'^ ''' """'"'^ '" *^ =°'°"^ g^«="-

j;^^e?a-™of ^n^Ja'idls^^^^^^ ^e participant is

of tones will be presented and he/she mZlZlTJl'^T ,
"" Concurrently, a series

pitch is heard^
'^ " ^ different key whenever a tone of a cenain

Simple Non-Executive Function Tasks -

a""™!! ^^Zl^fT^Jl^'^l'r:'"'^
of processing test. The panicipan, is giVen

.den„ca! nunibers. Ae pan cipan has trrJ.?.'
''Pf'''?"/ '^^^ "^'^°^*^ P^'^^ =°"'Sn

different.
Panic.pant has to place an X on the dash if the numbers in the pairs are

."?Sn'a ^e: ;rrow?o;£rw°^i''wa I"^
'^

VfV'^'^^-^^^-^ '- ^^^ P^^-P-t
that are the same as the firs, ^a^g !n ,t rot.""'

'^'"'^ '" '° "°" °"' "'^ ^^ ^--"^

Sws^fdi^fnl^ ™^Sts LT'h":!?J":^-
"""^ P^'^'P^"' '^ Siven a booklet

.s present in the res"ofI row
' ^ ^" °^ ""°"> '^ *^ ^^^^^ ''^^^^"^ '" *e row

R-ANDOM ALTO\LATir\A\rrxr. tu
c... row, or.„„b„ pS'™jrSs. srs' dir " "" *"" •• '*" - ^'•*

Spatial Skills:

BENTON LPs'E ORITN'TATTnx- xrc-r -ri_

orientation of hnes The test i^i^hJll^r 1"' ""'''"'" 'P'"^' P^°"ssmg. based on the





WOODCOCK-JOHNSON SPATT \I RFT ATTnvc -n.

produce a given figure.

Complex Measures-

Ao,„. „ „„pte„ ft. figure Tl, p.„,dp„, „„ „,„, *, biuh."" ^' '"''*"

was "correct" or "incorrect "Aftrn ^^ '''*'^''' '"PO"^" ''"di^atog if the matching

F '.cu on one or tne pegs. The participant is shown an arraiiEement of the heaH^ Ti<;„„,prescnbed number of moves, he/she must arrange the beads L required
' '
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Appendix B: Information for Child and Adolescent Participants

-Parent Information Letter and Consent Form





11

Department of Psychology, Brock University Participant Consent Form:

Cognitive Development

I have read the letter concerning the research project aimed at examining cognitive
development to be conducted by Karen Baker, Mary-Claire Ferlisi and Dr. Sid Segalowitz. I

understand that all information gathered during this project will be used for research purposes
only and will be considered confidential. I understand that permission to participate in this

project may be withdrawn at any time.

SESSIONS WILL TAKE PLACE AT SCHOOL

Name of Child:

Child's Birth Date:

Permissions granted: YES NO

Sienature of Parent or Guardian

Phone Number:

There may be a possibilitv that we may not be able to complete your child's participation

during the school day. May we contact you for participation at Brock University during

the week-end? \TE:S NO

Please indicate the times you are available:

Saturdays: Sundays:

10:00 a.m to 12:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. 3:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.

3:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.

Breaks will be provided during the session.

PLEASE RETURN TO YOUR CHILD'S TEACBDER
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Appendix C: Jest Examples for those tests conducted on paper.





Look for the letter 'K* Dual Attention- K's

-KSVRLYGBUYKFJLRQcXKKMvun '^wv.AKKNXWBZlWATyn

« L = C . B E B X ..„ c ». H K K »,„ c ,«,,„, ,
= •« X K « p „ K ... K Z B .,„,»..„,, ^ „ ^ _, ,

'C»^».r.lr»OFKX„CPKKPC,EB.op,,,
AWXVSSHHIGZJKIGVGXNIVEDUH

AGGABLBCKPRGVJJOVIAITHKCT vt„
"V.CKSG«HRXrSEOMAVTCLZEA.A«ZKHZ
BRKSZXQHVQXPQVWVWUEKTZaxOHUKBHM
^^HOX.K.XKGOPKVGBVU.KPac.aKXXZ:
•^

A R
.

P A V B a
«

X B R
. X P K V H H U « . P 3 P V K H •

OBECXSQCOE.BOrQ^oXMCXSKHVNVOXKu'
XXrP«„«HVK.XBPAOHLCEZX.A0EKZQSA-
= = vxPaxwGAHi„vxv«xLzPiiaroP„v«v'
X I^ K H X R

Q
B C A D V A V C . B U V D C X E K V E L K S T ;

"0"T.R„K.Z.HLXaXKRaLIRACVXEXOSX.
"^HPIGXXZOXOVSSOVXSXWHVCHQERZXp,
^^^IBVBX.VXHDUZXLEDOOVXHCXQPADVr
^I«IEDADXXBXXDPPEGCFBWUEFUCPCG2.
"KKSLHMPUWZL.PBH.XZQQXHOBNXCCK.;
KOPXXAZOPMXWVVXBRP.GALSCKXV«HZX>
X E

. .
X X G V X C X X I X « H B H V a E U X I C G K C V P

VHEW.OTXXOXUHXGGGVZAXXXWOEXVXQQ,
u. CNWPWGDNKDEHMAXXTAXCf

H K
„

L P H A X K S P A W P A O U a N . X U V E U B B v

^HUHGKGEBXO.PXHVXQ.XV.RTGHLTEXE.
K A

Q
E L

2
a R H H H X G G V P V M G V L V A D I R „ « s .









itmtMi-'*^ jmtr* *«><4•>~.««ttMHv«<';ibM^i' "r' < ^fis- - %-

Number Comparison - 3

273 - 273 476 - 576 207 - 2 1

7

302 - 302

892 - 893

943-943 /..

915-916

617-617

823-823

682 - 683

870 - 870

487-487

698-699

745-745

729 - 739

755-785

568 - 568

919-919

410-710

708 - 700

985-983

465-465

675 - 675

389 - 898
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753-713
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Cross-Out
Sample A:

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA^





Symbol Search
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S.WIPLE ITEMS:
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Appendix D: Test Instructions for Sets A, B, and C

Indicates tasks that were not analyzed in this thesis
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SETA

Sternberg Item Recognition Test

This is the longest activity that we are going to do today. On the computer

screen you will see a star followed by a set of 1, 3, or 5 letters. Then you will see one

letter. If the letters was the same as one of the letters you saw just before, press the F

key. If it was different, press the J key. Now we are going to practice with these

cards. Remember, your job is to decide whether a letter was part of a set of letters

that were seen just before (practice with cards). Now you will have a chance to

practice on the computer. The letters flash quite quickly so you will have to pay

attention (run Practice Trial, givefeedback after each response). Now, do you have

any questions? Remember that you press the F key ifthe letter is the same as one of

the letters just before, and press the J key if it is different. Ready? (Run test).

Symbol Search (timed test- 2 minutes)

(Place sample page infront ofparticipant. Pointfrom left to right to the

symbols in thefirst sample item). Look at these shapes. (Point to two target symbols).

One of these shapes is in this group over here. (Runfinger along the symbols in the

search group. Point to the symbol in the target group that has a matching symbol in

the search group and say:) See, this shape here is the same as this shape here (point

to the matching symbol in the search group) so I will mark the YES box like this

(draw a slash / in the YES box). (Pointfrom participant 's left to right to all the

symbols in the second sample). Now, look at these shapes (point to target symbols).

Neither of these shapes is in this group over here (runfinger along search group) so

this time I will mark the NO box like this (draw a slash in the NO box).

You are to mark the YES box if one of the shapes here (point to target

symbols)\s the same as any of these shapes here (point to search symbols) and mark
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the NO box if none of the shapes are the same. Do you understand? (ifno, explain

further using only the two samples). (Point to the practice items). Now you do these

here. Go ahead (ifincorrect, givefeedback).

(Turn tofirst page oftest). When I tell you to start, you do these the same

way. Begin here (point) and do as many as you can. When you finish the first page,

go on to the second page and the following pages. Keep working until I tell you to

stop. Work as quickly as you can without making mistakes. Make sure you go in

order without skipping any. Most people don't do all of them. There is a time limit,

so do as many as you can until I tell you to stop. Any questions? Okay, ready, begin.

(Begin Timing).

Dual Attention Tone Task

Tone Only- load up computer programme, follow instructions on screen.

K's (Timed test 2:30)

Now I am going to give you some sheets with many letters on them. I want

you to circle all the K's on these pages. Go across the page this way (indicate left to

right). When you get to the end of the row, go to the beginning of the next row, and

so on. When you get to the end of the page, go on to the next page. I want you to

circle the K's quickly, until I tell you to stop. Any questions? Ready. Begin.

K's and Tone Together

Now we are going to make things more interesting! I want you to do both of

the activities at the same time. I want you to circle the K's as quick as you can while

listening to the tones and pressing the space bar when you hear the high tone. Do you

have any questions? Ready? Begin.
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Wisconsin Card Sorting Task* (set up test on computer)

. M.t This activity is a little unusual because I am not allowed to tell you very much

about how to do it. You will be asked to match each of the cards that appear here

(point to thefirst response card at the bottom ofthe screen) to one of these four cards

(point to each ofthe stimulus cards at the top ofthe screen). On the keyboard there

are four keys which represent the card going from left to right (point to each ofthe

keyboard keys on which the appropriate symbol is affixed). SO 1 is for the card on

the left, 2 is for the next one, and so on. To make a match, simply press the key for

the card on the screen that you think matches the card at the bottom of the screen

(point to the response card at the bottom ofthe screen). The computer will place

your card under the key card that you select and a new card will appear at the bottom

of the screen. I cannot tell you how to match the cards, but the computer will display

a word that will tell you each time if you are right or wrong. If you are wrong, simply

try to match the next card correctly and then continue matching the card correctly

until the test is over. There is no time limit for this activity. Are you ready? Let's

begin.

Cross-Out A's Motor Speed* (timed for 1 minute)

See all the A's on this page. Put a line through every A as quickly as you can

without missing any. Begin here and go across the row this way. When you have

finished this row, go on to this one and so on. Keep going until I tell you to stop.

Let's practice a few. Ready? Begin
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^ SETB

Stroop (timed test- each part 45 s) ' -h
'

Word- This is a test ofhow fast you can read out loud the words on this page.

After I say BEGIN, you are to read down the columns starting with the first one until

you complete it and then continue down the remaining columns (point to columns).

If you finish before I say STOP, return to the first column and begin again.

Remember, do not stop reading until I say stop and read out loud as quickly as you

can. Ifyou make a mistake, I will say "no." Just correct yourself and keep going.

Any questions? Ready? Begin.

Colour: (Instructions are similar to word test. Ifparticipant understood, can

give shortened version. Ifnot, repeat worked instructions). This is a test ofhow fast

you can read out loud the colours on this page. You will complete this page just like

the one you did before, starting with the first column. Remember to name the colours

out loud as quickly as you can.

Stroop- This is a page Like the page you have just finished. I want you to

name the colour of the ink the word is printed in. Ignore the word that is printed in

each item.. For example, (point to thefirst item ofthefirst column) what would you

say for this one? (ifcorrect continue with instructions**) Ifincorrect. No that is the

word that is spelled there. I want you to say the colour of the ink the word is printed

in (point to second item).

**Good. You will do this page just like the others, starting with the first colunm and

going on to as many columns as you can. Remember, ifyou make a mistake, just

correct and go on. Do you have any questions? Ready? Begin.
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Woodcock-Johnson Cross Out (timed 3 minutes)

(Point to the first box in Sample A). Look at this drawing. There are five other

drawing in this row just like this one (run you finger across the row and again point to

the drawing in the box). I am going to draw a line through the first two, and then I

want you to draw lines through the other three (draw lines through thefirst two

correct drawings). Now you find the other three drawings in that row just like the

first one (point) and draw a line through each.

(Point to sample B and say) Draw lines through the five other drawings just

like this one (demonstrate and correct ifnecessary)

(Point to thefour rows ofdrawings and say) Here are four more rows of

drawings. Draw a line through each of the five pictures that are the same as the first

one in each row. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes. Go ahead.

Now we will do some more: You are to start here (point) and draw lines

through the five drawings in each row that are the same as the first drawing in that

row. After you get to the bottom, go to the top of the next page (show otherpages)

and keep working until I tell you to stop. Work as fast as you can without making

mistakes. Ifyou do make a mistake, just scribble out the one you do not want. You

have three minutes. Go ahead.

Benton's Judgment of Line Orientation

(Point to lines on the upper stimulus page ofthefirst practice item). See

these two lines? Which two lines down here (point to response card) are in exactly

the same position and point in the same direction as the two lines up here? Tell me

the number of the lines. (Ifcorrect) (proceed with the next practice item, if

incorrect, cover up one ofthe lines and say Let's just look at this line, which line

down here [point] points in the same directions and is also in the same positions. If
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still incorrect, show correct answer and continue with instructions with other

stimulus line until two correct responses are given)

(After 5 practice item). Now were are going to do more of these, except the

lines which you see up here (point to upper page) will be shorter because part of the

line has been erased. Tell me or show me which tow lines down here are pointing in

the same directions as the lines up here. Ifyou are not sure, make your best guess.

Number Comparison (timed test)

Ones

Look at these rows of numbers. See how each number is separated by a dash?

Some of the numbers separated by the dash are the same numbers and some are

different. I want you to put a mark or slash on the dash when the pairs of numbers

DON'T match. Work as quickly as you can without making mistakes or missing any

pairs of numbers. Ready? Go ahead.

Threes

This activity is the same as the one you have just finished, except that there

are pairs of three numbers. Put a mark on the dash when the pairs of numbers don't

match. Work as quickly as you can without making any mistakes. Ready? Go

ahead.

Woodcock Johnson Spatial

Instructions in test booklet.
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Towers of London (timed test)

(Place peg board infront ofparticipant with longest pole to the participant 's right

and the balls in the start position). Here we have three posts of different lengths and

3 coloured balls. The ball can be arranged to make different patterns like the one you

see now. We'll call this the starting position. Now I am going to show you another

pattern that you can make (show example patterns). I'm going to get you to change

the pattern fi^om the one in from ofyou to the new one by moving the balls around on

the posts. There are some rules that I want you to remember (demonstrate rules)

You can only use one hand to move the balls, you can only move one ball at a time.

You are not allowed to have more than one ball in your hand at a time. You cannot

place the balls on the table. You can only place one ball on the small stick, two balls

on the middle stick and 3 balls on the largest stick. Finally, I am going to ask you to

make the new pattern in a certain number ofmoves. I may say make it look like the

model in 2,3,4 or 5 moves. If you should make a mistake, let me know as soon as

you realize and we'll put the balls back to the starting position and you can try again.

(Point to start position andpoint to example problem)

Now make it look like this in 2 moves.
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Raven's Progressive Matrices-

-May take approximatelv up to 45 minutes
^For^T ye«r old: NVhen child reaches section C. encourage to Hnish to end of booklet (best

Open vour books to the first page. It is like this. An ^.n,p,e book is sHo.nfor ,He group ro

At the top of the page it says SET A. You have an answer sheet with a „ -. -ru- •

whereyou'lltnark your answers for SET A.
^"'"^r sheet with A on it. Th.s is

Ves Number 4 is the right one. So the answer to Alls 4 - write 4 here, next to number 1 inthe A.,ect,on on your answer sheet. Do not turn over yet. Hairfor e^^eryone roS^h
On every page in your book there is a pattern svith a bit missing. Vou have to decide which

oce' wHtTi s' T:!?!^'--"'
°"^ '» ""'^•' ''^P—

•

^^ »>- >ou have found thfrUpiece, w rite its number down on your answer sheet."

St'

V:^lV:i':"wffr^„''^''""^ -- :'"'n le .t the h..i nnin , .nio^Mnk^a^^ . I rv each one ^^"rl. -n vpur own -^need and an nn „nMl yn,, r.ni.h ,h» hl,.|lf p''..

Turn the page and try the next one. Allow lime to complete 4 '

sheet" Co riit^'thT^"
" "1.' 'r '"'' •^•'" "^^^ ^"'"^" -"^ "-' '° -^^ - ^0-—

r

riaht
• •

°"""^-
' ^"' "'"' '™""" " ^" """ >°" ^^^ Siting on all

MARK TIMF THAT TF^J <T > pjc

'^a'neftZT
""" ""

"'"^'T
"'' '"'"'Sf'"''' "'" '•" "'e »ppropru,te urea. After 15 mimttes

c fioices against the correct numbers on the ansn-er sheet.
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